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journal may be ordered from the Editor. Regular back issues are available for $4.00 each. Special issues

may cost more.



About the Cover - This month’s cover features Andalas, the first Sumatran rhino (.Dicerorhinus

sumatrensis) bom in captivity in more than 112 years. The photo was submitted by Yayasan

Badak Indonesia (YABI), a partner of the International Rhino Foundation (IRF). Andalas, whose

name is the ancient Indonesian word for the island of Sumatra, was bom 13 September 2001, at

the Cincinnati Zoo. This little male rhino weighed 70 pounds at birth, and immediately became a

worldwide news sensation. Andalas’ parents, Emi and Ipuh, were rescued from southwest Sumatra,

where the remaining forest areas are rapidly being cleared to make way for an ever-expanding human
population. Emi and Ipuh became part of an international breeding program developed to increase

the population of the Critically Endangered Sumatran rhino (now numbering no more than 300

individuals, primarily living on Indonesia’s Sumatra Island.). Andalas is the first in a long line of

Sumatran rhinos that hopefully will be bred in captivity and eventually introduced back into the wild

to help bolster wild rhino populations.

By his first birthday, Andalas had grown to 940 pounds - as large as a horse but only a little more than

half the size of a full-grown Sumatran rhino. When he was nearly 2 years old, Andalas was weaned

and was eventually transferred to the Los Angeles Zoo to make room for a new addition - mom Emi

had conceived yet again! During his stay in California, Andalas grew to more than 1,600 pounds. By
the time he was five, he had reached his full adult size.

The Global Management Propagation Board for Indonesian rhinos recommended that the fully-

grown Andalas be moved to the Sumatran Rhino Sanctuary (SRS), a 250-acre complex located

within Way Kambas National Park in south Sumatra. (The SRS is home to five rhinos that are part

of an intensively managed research and breeding program aimed at increasing the Sumatran rhino

population. At the sanctuary, the rhinos reside in large, open forest areas where they can experience a

natural habitat while still receiving state-of-the-art veterinary care and a healthy diet.)

On 19 February 2007, Andalas arrived in Jakarta from Los Angeles after a round-the-world trip

that included stops in Amsterdam and Kuala Lumpur. When Andalas’ plane arrived in Jakarta, he

was greeted by a welcoming ceremony presided over by the Indonesian Minster of Forestry and

covered by every newspaper and television station in the country! After clearing customs in Jakarta,

Andalas took a 12-hour road trip to eventually reach the sanctuary in Way Kambas, where a special

“boma” - a pasture and paddock area - was waiting for him. During a two-month quarantine period,

he was monitored hourly by veterinarians and keepers. Andalas has adjusted well to life in Sumatra.

Adapting to the heat and humidity of the Indonesian rainforest, he shed some of the red-brown hair

he had grown in the U.S. (Unlike other rhinos, Sumatran, or “hairy” rhinos have patches of short,

stiff hair which helps keep mud caked to their bodies, cooling them off and protecting them from

insect bites.)

After three months, Andalas was released into a big paddock where he has gradually been introduced

to three young females, Rosa, Bina and Ratu, living at the sanctuary. Although he was initially scared

of the other rhinos and ran away when he heard them coming, Andalas soon began exhibiting typical

rhino behaviors with his peers - kicking up dirt, feigning attack, chasing, and trampling bushes.

Andalas is now six years old, and his keepers at the SRS have recently announced that Andalas

successfully bred Ratu in March of20 1 1 . As this issue ofthe AKF went to press, Ratu was 1 2 months

pregnant with approximately four months remaining in her pregnancy, giving increased hope to the

future of the Sumatran rhino population. Source: rhinos-irf.org/andalas/

To Contact the AKF Editor:

Shane Good, Media Production Editor

P.O. Box 535, Valley City, OH 44280

330-483-1104

shane.good@aazk.org
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

In this dedicated issue ofBowling for Rhinos, Shane Good has done a tremendousjob at piecing thisAKF
together. Because of the volume of information in this issue, I will keep my message to you succinct.

In June of 2009, I had the honor of traveling to Indonesia with Susie Ellis and the BFR Indonesia

trip winners. My role was to assess the programs there and meet the Rhino Protection Units (RPU)

in both Java and Sumatra. During our stay in Ujong Kulon National Park in Java, we trekked across

the isthmus with the RPUs hoping to spot some evidence of the rare and elusive Javan rhino. We
crossed through squatter villages, rice paddies and finally into the jungle. There, the terrain was

uneven, unforgiving and covered in a lower canopy of lush green jungle vegetation. The hot and

humid weather sucked the energy from us and caused our sweat-soaked clothes to stick to our bodies

with no hope of any cooling, evaporating effect. This was a mere portion of the trek that the RPUs
conducted during their two-week patrols, carrying food and equipment on their backs.

Outside of the jungle, I had a strange epiphany when we later flew from Java to Sumatra. Our plane

was one ofthose twin prop commuter/bug-smashers, the kind with the constant drone of a huge cargo

plane. The plane was fully booked and as I looked around, it struck me: there are probably more

passengers on this small commuter flight than there are Javan rhinos left in the world. Critically

endangered, there are only approximately 35-45 Javan rhinos left. The RPUs in Java have been very

successful at keeping poachers from eradicating this species.

Two years later, I had the same epiphany when I was at the San Diego conference. Looking around

during opening remarks, I realized that there were more people at that conference than there were

Sumatran rhinos in the wild. It makes it a very sobering thought when you have a representation of

the numbers in front of you.

But not all numbers are dismal. There are 93 chapters in this Association with almost 3,000 members.

Last year we raised over $280,000, bringing our total to over $4 million raised since 1990. These

are the positive numbers that help sustain our rhino populations around the world. What’s more

significant than that is that all of these numbers and figures begin with just one person: you. When
you contribute to your Chapter’s BFR through volunteer work or fund raising, you become part of

the national effort that supports conservation efforts in Lewa and Indonesia.

While I never did see a Javan rhino during

my stay in Indonesia, our group was fortunate

enough to find fresh tracks and a wallow,

evidence that the elusive and endangered rhino

had been through our location. I felt fortunate

to see first-hand not just the rhino tracks but

also the commitment of these RPUs in saving

the Javan rhino. We do great things through

our commitment and dedication and you as

members of this Association do great things to

aide these gallant efforts.

%
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New Tools for your BFR Toolbox!

To help you raise awareness and funds to preserve the ecosystems helped by Bowling for Rhinos,

we have created NEW resources for you and your Chapter to utilize, to help organize and have a

successful BFR event. They include an inspiring video made by our own Jennifer MacNaughton

from the Tampa Bay Chapter, new templates for a flyer, sponsor request and thank you letters

and a press release. We also still provide all the forms you need, including sponsor sheets, receipt

forms, artwork and tips on how to hold an event. Please check out the BFR Resources webpage at:

aazk.org/committee/bowling-for-rhinos/bowling-for-rhinos-resources/ for all kinds ofgreat information

to help you have a FUN event and help preserve the rhinos and the ecosystems they live in.

• To find the BFR video, go to: voutu.be/PeEETlgT2xI

• For BFR resources go to: aazk.org/committee/bowling-for-rhinos/

bowling-for-rhinos-resources/

• Want to know how to make your BFR events more successful? Go to:

aazkbfr.org/docs/holding_bfr_event.php

• Want to share the excellent report on rhino poaching that aired on “Rock Center” on

MSNBC, with help from the International Rhino Foundation? To view this special televised

report, and share it with an audience, go to rockcenter.msnbc.msn.com/ and search for

“Last Stand: Rhino Horn Trade Leads to Spike in Poaching”. This informative video will

definitely inspire any audience to protect rhinos.

• Coming soon will be a BFR donation button on aazk.org that will allow donors to choose

specific chapters or make a general donation! Soon anyone can donate to BFR at any time.

Of course, they can still lace up their bowling shoes if they want to!

Special Thanks to

International Rhino Keeper Association

The AAZK Board of Directors extends their sincere

appreciation to the International Rhino Keeper Association

(IRKA) for their generous financial support of this special

issue of the Animal Keepers ’ Forum
,
dedicated to the

rhino poaching crisis and Bowling for Rhinos. Through

collaboration and partnership with our fellow professional

associations and colleagues, we hope to continue our

efforts to protects rhinos and the many other species that

share rhino habitat. Thank you IRKA!

International Rhino Foundation

Launches New Website

The International Rhino Foundation,

a Conservation Partner of AAZK, has

launched a new website. Their new web

address is rhinos.org .

INTERNATIONAL

FOUNDATION
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Dear Bob (Cisneros) & Shane (Good),

On behalf of the members of the Association of British & Irish Wild Animal Keepers (ABWAK),
we would like to congratulate the members ofAAZK on their fantastic efforts through Bowling for

Rhinos in raising over $4 million since it started in 1990. Your contribution to the conservation of

rhinos in Africa and Asia is significant and of great importance, and the concept of ‘Bowling for

Rhinos’ is one that is innovative and obviously successful. It is also an excellent demonstration of

how the profession of zoo keeping goes beyond zoo animal care and husbandry.

We wish you all well in continuing these efforts and in achieving your very ambitious target of

$500,000 a year from now.

Congratulations.

Regards,

Stephen & Ross, on behalf ofABWAK.

Stephen R Woollard

Vice Chair & Editor, Association of British & Irish Wild Animal Keepers (ABWAK)
(Royal Zoological Society of Scotland, Edinburgh)

Ross Snipp

Chair, Association of British & Irish Wild Animal Keepers (ABWAK)
(Flamingo Land, Yorkshire, England)

abwak.org

Association of British and Irish

Wild Animal Keepers

Didyou know? AAZKandABWAK are both members ofthe International Congress ofZookeepers

(ICZ). As a member ofAAZK, you are automatically a member ofthe ICZ. One ofthe benefits of
being a member ofAAZK andICZ is thatyou can attend anyprofessional event ofthe associations

ofICZ at the member rate. AAZK andABWAK are two of the original seven founding members

ofthe ICZ. To learn more about the ICZ, go to ic7.00.0r2.
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THE SCOOP

Bowling for Rhinos Conservation Resource Fund Grant

The American Association of Zoo Keepers, Inc. (AAZK) is

pleased to announce the Call for Proposals for the Bowling

for Rhinos Conservation Resource Fund. This competitive

grant is designed to fund projects focused on rhino

conservation and research. The total amount of funds

available in 2012 is $2,300.29. Successful proposals

will reflect AAZK values and meet award criteria in

one of four categories:

• Category I - In-situ Rhino Conservation and

Research

Short-term (less than one year), specific, field

research projects on African or Asian rhino species

conducted by an individual or organized group of

individuals working under the auspices of a zoological

facility, educational entity orAAZK Conservation Partner.

• Category 2 - In-situ Community, Educational or Medical Programs (Africa or Asia)

Community education, school support or medical programs developed or administrated

by an individual working under the auspices of a zoological facility, educational entity

orAAZK Conservation Partner restricted to the continents ofAfrica or Asia. Preference

may be given to local programs established and/or administrated by LWC (Lewa

Wildlife Conservancy), IRF (International Rhino Foundation) orACK (Action for

Cheetahs in Kenya) endorsed partners.

• Category 3 - In-situ Species Conservation

Short-term (less than one year), specific, field research projects on any species that shares

the exact same ecosystem as: Asian, Javan, Sumatran, and African black or white rhino.

• Category 4 - Ex-situ Rhino Conservation and Research

Short-term (less than one year), specific, zoological research projects on African or

Asian rhino species conducted by an individual or organized group of individuals

working under the auspices of a zoological facility, educational entity orAAZK
Conservation Partner. Researcher(s) must be able to demonstrate evidence of

partnership with a rhino conservation entity operating in Asia or Africa combined with a

tangible benefit to an in-situ conservation project.

Eligibility

Affiliation or partnership with AAZK is not required, but preference may be given to AAZK
members or Conservation Partners.

Applications are due no later than June 1, 2012.

Award announcements will be made on July 1, 2012.

Please visit aazk.org or contact Amanda Kamradt, Conservation Committee Chair at

amanda.kamradt@aazk.org for application or more information.
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ICZ and IRF Announce Opportunity to See Asian
Rhinos: Earth’s Most Threatened Land Mammals

International Congress on Zookeeping Pre and Post-Conference Tours to Visit

Ujung Kulon, Bukit Barisan Selatan, and Way Kambas National Parks

• ICZ Pre-conference tour: 28 August - 8 September 20 1

2

Led by Dr. Susie Ellis, International Rhino Foundation
• ICZ Post-conference tour: 1 4 September - 23 September 2012

Led by Kerry Crosbie, Asian Rhino Project
• Maximum 6 participants per trip

• Cost: US $2,100 per person*

For Further Information, please contact Dr. Susie Ellis at s.ellis@rhinos.org

To see the full brochure, please visit the ICZ website at iczoo.org

*double occupancy - includes all activities, airfare from Singapore to Jakarta, Jakarta to
Bandar Lampung, all in-country transportation, accommodations, park fees, meals and non-
alcoholic beverages. Excludes alcoholic beverages, laundry, and other personal expenses.
Single supplement is US $400.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF

ZOOKEEPERS

INTERNATIONAL

RHIN
FOUNDATION

It’s not too late to save rhinos. Start planning your BFR event today! Photo by Grahm Jones, Columbus Zoo
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An Interview with Tiffany Palumbo,

Greater Orlando Chapter ofAAZK

How do you pull off a successful BFR event?

M ¥ AAZK
©HEATER ORLANDO
CHAPTER

AKF: Your localAAZK Chapter has been very successful with BFR. What is the secret toyour success?

Palumbo: Our Chapter starts by having planning meetings early in the year. Due to our parks’

busy summer schedule, we normally host our annual event in the fall. At those meetings, we
pick committees and delegate who will help with what. Some examples of those committees are:

advertising, prizes, registration, and t-shirts. We also ask each person participating to collect pledges.

Those that raise the most pledges get prizes.

AKF: What is the one keyfactor thatyou wouldrecommend to Chapters wanting to host a successfulBFR?

Palumbo: Communication and planning! Start early and talk often. Don’t be afraid to ask anyone and

everyone to help, either via monetary sponsorship or donating for a silent auction. Even time spent

volunteering at the event is important.

AKF: Why are you so passionate about BFR?

Palumbo: I have been involved with BFR for about four years now, even though I just started working

with rhinos within the past few months. By helping raise funds forAAZK and BFR, not only are we
helping conserve rhinos, but in turn we are helping the entire ecosystem. I am a firm believer in, “Be

the change you wish to see in the world.” The decline of rhinos and other species is a human-caused

problem; therefore, humans need to help fix it!

AKF: How do you inspire others to participate in BFR?

Palumbo: Education...and guilt! We post flyers all over; at local restaurants, other zoological

facilities, on Facebook®, and at family and friends’ work places. By getting the rhinos’ story out

there, we hope to draw people in and motivate them to help.

AKF: What are some challenges you ve had in the past?

Palumbo: Though we have had success in the past, I would love to have better attendance at our

events. The more people that know about the plight of rhinos in the wild, the better.

AKF: Have you had any success in gettingfinancial sponsorshipsforyour event?

Palumbo: Yes, we are very lucky in that aspect! We send out letters requesting sponsorship via fax

and e-mail, and deliver them in person. There is no rhyme or reason to where we solicit. The worst

they are going to say is no! Some of our keepers’ family members have been very generous in the

past as well.

AKF: What are some goals you would like your Chapter to accomplish in thefuture, with BFR and

in general?

Palumbo: As always, raising more money is a good thing. Personally, I would love to get other local

institutions more involved.

AKF: Anyfinal words you want to say to the AAZK membership about BFR?

Palumbo: Thank you all for your hard work! Every little bit helps.

Editor’s Note: For a comprehensive list of ideas on how to hold a successful BFR event, visit

the Bowling for Rhinos website at aazkbfr.org/docs/holding_bfr_eventphp
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Bowling For Rhinos — Helping in the Fight Against Poachers
By Patty Pearthree

National AAZK BFR Coordinator

We all know the war on poaching is going to continue for some time to come. Poaching will continue

as long as the demand for rhino horn is present. Debate continues over how best to decrease the

demand. Is the CITES ban on rhino horn trade going to remain in place? How soon will the experts

come to an agreement on what to try next and will it work? Through this AKF issue dedicated to the

poaching crisis, we have the opportunity to become an educated voice.

While worldwide policies and strategies are being worked out, AAZK’s Bowling For Rhinos (BFR)

will continue to wage the war against poachers. We help those in the field protect rhino every day.

At the same time we keep poachers at bay, we are working to save habitat for not only rhinos but

everything from orchids to elephants. BFR has always supported the highest priority needs to save

rhinos, so our main focus has always been funding the anti-poaching costs.

When AAZK’s Bowling For Rhinos first began in 1990, it was not known whether rhino would be

around in the year 2000. Since 2003, wild rhinos have grown in numbers by 60%. BFR protects

60% of the Sumatran rhino and 100% of the Javan rhino population. With Lewa’s management of

its neighboring wildlife conservancy called Ol Pejeta, Lewa protects 25% of Kenya’s black rhino

population. In Kenya we protect over 1 .5 million acres ofwhite and black rhino habitat under Lewa’s

conservation charter. In Indonesia we save 1 .4 million acres of crucial lowland rainforest habitat for

the survival of the Javan and Sumatran rhinos. AAZK’s BFR supports ALL five species of rhino plus

hundreds of other endangered species that share their habitat. Had it not been for organizations like

AAZK many of these species would not be around today!

Since 1 990, BFR funds have built a protective fence around Lewa, purchased surveillance airplanes

and transport trucks used to translocate rhino and giraffe. BFR funds now provide a good portion of

(Left) Bloodhounds are used by Lewa guards in their anti-poaching patrols. (Top Right) Bowling for Rhinos

protects so many species other than rhinos, including the hyena (Crocuta crocuta). (Bottom Right) A Lewa
guard with an orphan rhino. Despite their best efforts, poaching is always a threat within Lewa’s borders.
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the yearly operational costs at Lewa. The operational costs include such items as anti-poaching team

salaries, security patrol salaries, fence and vehicle maintenance and security equipment to combat

poachers. In Indonesia, funds allow the operation of three rhino protection units in Ujung Kulon
National Park, five units in Way Kambas National Park and eight units in Bukit Barisan National

Park. Thanks to these Patrol units there have been no cases of rhino or large mammal poaching in

these parks for several years. With only 200-300 Sumatran and perhaps as few as 25 Javan rhino

remaining, these patrol units are vital to the survival of both species. Funds from a number of donors,

including IRF, US Fish and Wildlife Service Tiger and Rhino Conservation Fund, WWF, andAAZK
have funded the intensive protection ofthese species over the past 1 5 years. Without this commitment,

the Sumatran and Javan rhinos would surely have perished.

Over the past two years, BFR funds through the Conservation Resource Grant allowed the

International Rhino Foundation to radio collar six translocated Indian Rhinos. The IRF was then

able to move these vulnerable animals to more secure locations to protect them from poachers and

monitor them. So BFR is now helping to save all five species of rhino from extinction!

“Bowling For Rhinos” is more thanjust saving rhinos. Lewa has the second largest population ofelephant

in Kenya and 25% of the world’s Grevy’s zebra population (.Equus grevyi). Lewa also helps protect the

wildlife in the Northern Rangeland Trust area including the extremely rare hirola antelope (.Beatragus

hunteri) that numbers only 300. Indonesia’s Bukit Barisan Selatan National Park contains tracts of highly

threatened lowland forests, which, in addition to Sumatran rhinos (Dicerorhinus sumatrensis), is home
to Sumatran elephants (Elephas maximus sumatranus) (fewer than 2,000 are left island-wide) and the

Sumatran tiger (Panthera tigris sumatrae), which number no more than 400 animals.

In addition, BFR supports Action for Cheetah in Kenya (ACK). This adds to the protection of not

only cheetah (Acinonyxjubatus) but also rhino through education and conservation of habitat that is

home to both cheetah and rhino. This creates a larger buffer zone of protection from poachers.

Communities surrounding these protected areas are also vital to the war against poachers. BFR funds

have helped build important relationships with these communities by building schools, hospital

clinics, water projects, and education programs. The surrounding communities are now keenly aware

that there are great benefits to conserving the wildlife and notify authorities if they become aware of

any poaching activity.

Children at one of the schools near Lewa, supported with funds from Bowling for Rhinos
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Clockwise from top left: Danny Pearthree with a three month-old, orphaned black rhino at Lewa in 2004. Lewa
is home to 25% of the world’s Grevy’s zebra population. Lewa is also home to many large cat species including

cheetah, lion, and leopard such as the one pictured on the bottom.

Indonesia’s Rhino Protection Unit’s (RPU) annual budget is $650,000 including field, administrative,

and operations costs. These costs are escalating by about 10-15% per year. Lewa’s annual budget runs

$3 million and increases at 10% per year. Bottom line is all this takes money. We have to march on,

increase our fundraising goals and meet those goals while spreading the word about the plight of the

rhino and the various species under attack. It certainly is a long, tough war but one that we are all

passionate about winning. There is no other option.

Back in 1990, 40 BFR events raised $138,000. The top chapter raised $15,000. In 2011, 63 Chapters/

events raised over $280,000 and the top chapter raised $32,000! Chapters that were not as successful

with bowling in their areas did not give up. They were innovative and had “Rummage for Rhinos”,

“Racing for Rhinos”, “Rhino Wii”, “Art for Rhinos”, “Rhino Auctions”, “Rock-n-For-Rhinos”,

“Sailing for Rhinos” and the list goes on and on. I invite you to visit the website: http://aazkbfr.org for

information on how to run a successful event and get ideas on how to increase your event’s success.

AAZK’s Bowling for Rhinos fundraiser has now raised over $4 million for conservation worldwide.

This was an enormous effort by hundreds of dedicated individuals who at the same time informed

thousands of people about the plight of the rhino and other wildlife. Our goal is to raise $500,000

annually and be a force that can help win the war against poachers. Together we can do it!

So, can we win the fight against poachers? I believe the answer is yes, but we cannot let our guard

down. We need to keep up the battle. We need to raise increasingly more money each year as the

demand increases. At the same time we must find a way to cut the demand whether that is changing

policy, an educational blitz or a combination of strategies. We need to get the poaching crisis into

the minds of the public so that together we can find a solution. It’s up to all of us to stay in the fight

against poachers and win the battle.

For additional information see aazkbfr.org . lewa.org . rhinos-irf.org or actionforcheetahs.org .
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Coming Events
Post Your Upcoming Events here— e-mail shane.good@aazk.org

April 27-30, 2012 and October 12-15, 2012

From Good Care to Great Welfare:AWorkshop
Designed for Animal Care Professionals

Presented by the Center for Zoo Animal Welfare,

Detroit Zoological Society. A unique four-

day workshop for animal care staff working

with captive exotic animals. The workshop is

designed to help participants better understand

animals’ perspectives and experiences, address

the challenges captivity imposes on animal

welfare, and develop the skills necessary

to assess and improve overall well-being.

Exercises and experiences are immersive and

designed to help us understand captivity from

the animals’ point of view. Limited scholarship

opportunities available.

For information contact: Elizabeth Arbaugh,

Animal Welfare Manager, Detroit Zoological

Society, Tel: 248-398-0903 x3643, E-mail:

Elizabeth@dzs.org or visit czaw.org .

May 6-11, 2012

ABMA Annual Conference

Hosted by Oakland Zoo, California Academy
of Sciences, and CuriOdyssey. The conference

location will be the San Francisco Airport

Mariott, Burlingame, CA. See the theabma.org

for more info.

NATIONAL ZOO KEEPER WEEK
July 15-21, 2012

May 13-16, 2012

Shape of Enrichment Regional Workshop
Hosted by Howletts and Port Lympne Wild

Animal Parks, Kent, UK. For more information

go to enrichment.org.

August 8-14, 2012

The World Congress of Herpetology

To be held in Vancouver, Canada. For more

information see worldcongressofherpetologv.com .

August 16-19. 2012

The 10thAnnual Symposium on the Conservation

and Biology of Tortoises and Freshwater Turtles

Tucson, AZ. Hosted by the Turtle Survival

Alliance and the IUCN Tortoise and Freshwater

Turtle Specialist Group. For more information

go to turtlesurvival.org.

September 9-13, 2012

4th International Congress on Zookeeping

Sponsored by Wildlife Reserves Singapore/

Singapore Tourism Bureau. Theme: “Many
Voices, One Calling”. For info on sponsorship

or exhibit opportunities e-mail eo@aszk.org.au.

Check the ICZ website iczoo.org for latest

news/information.

September 23-27, 2012

AAZK National Conference

Hosted by the Rosamond Gifford Zoo and

the Rosamond Gifford Zoo AAZK Chapter

in Syracuse, NY. For more information see

rgzaazk.org.

NATIONAL CONFERENCES

2012 - Syracuse, NY - September 23-27

2013 - Asheboro, NC - September 22-26

2014 - Orlando, FL - September 8-12

aazk.org

2012 - Phoenix, AZ - September 8-13

2013 - Kansas City, MO - September 7-12

2014 - Orlando, FL - September 12-17

aza.org
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Final Call for Papers

The Rosamond Gifford Zoo AAZK Chapter

is pleased to host the 2012 National AAZK
Conference from 23-27 September 2012.

The Conference theme “On the Path

Toward Conservation” will highlight in situ

conservation efforts, research projects and

programs that encourage visitors to protect

wildlife and wild places. We will be accepting

abstracts for the following categories:

Papers:

1

^ Syracuse^
SM*
Ofl The Path Toward Conservation

Authors will be allowed 15 minutes for a

presentation with five minutes of Q & A immediately

following. Abstracts should focus on the conference theme or innovative approaches to

zoo keeping including animal welfare, conservation, husbandry, education and training.

Posters:

Posters will be on display throughout the conference with a scheduled Q & A session to be

determined.

Guidelines for Abstracts:

Abstracts should be no more than 250 words and submitted as a Microsoft Word document via

e-mail to submissions@rgzaazk.org .

Please include the following information:

• Name of authors and presenter

• Institution / Affiliation

• Position / Title

• Title ofWork (please specify poster or paper)

• AV requirements

• Contact information (please include e-mail)

Deadline for Abstracts is May 1, 2012

Authors will be notified, regarding acceptance, by June 1, 2012. All papers must be received by 15

July 2012 to be included in the conference program.

For more information on the 20 1 2 NationalAAZK Conference, please visit our website at rgzaazk.org.

See You in Syracuse!
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AAZK Announces New Members
New Professional Members

Elizabeth Mills, Bronx Zoo, Bronx (NY)

Ryan Dumas, Bronx Zoo, Bronx (NY)

Dan Martin, Smithsonian’s National Zoological Park, Washington DC
Callan Hahn, Catoctin Wildlife Preserve & Zoo, Thurmont (MD)

Casey Lown, Riverbanks Zoo & Garden, Columbia (SC)

Kristina Deeg, Gulf Breeze Zoo, Gulf Breeze (FL)

Erin McGee, Zoo Miami, Miami (FL)

Alvaro Montano, Zoo Miami, Miami (FL)

Stephanie Howard, Lion Country Safari, Loxahatchee (FL)

Jessica M. Shaw, Birmingham Zoo, Birmingham (AL)

Narcissa Evans, Brights Zoo, Limestone (TN)

Kelly Holmgren, Memphis Zoo, Memphis (TN)

Courtney Harris, Washington Park Zoo, Michigan City (IN)

Kristen Elliott, Detroit Zoo, Royal Oak (MI)

Megan Sanderson, Detroit Zoo, Royal Oak (MI)

Dawn Falls, Kansas City Zoo, Kansas City (MO)
Marie Balano, Kanas City Zoo, Kansas City (MO)
Ginny Kilgore, Sedgwick County Zoo, Wichita (KS)

Scott Schroeder, Caldwell Zoo, Tyler (TX)

Ida Lewis, Ft. Worth Zoo, Ft. Worth (TX)

Laura Steinmann, Phoenix Zoo, Phoenix (AZ)

Courtney Wilson, Phoenix Zoo, Phoenix (AZ)

Chelsea Green, Reid Park Zoo, Tucson (AZ)

Ashten Mizell, Albuquerque Bio Park, Albuquerque (NM)
Matt Price, San Diego Zoo, San Diego (CA)

Jennifer Osbum, Wildlife Safari, Winston (OR)

Stephanie Gallivan, Wildlife Safari, Winston (OR)

Renewing Contributing Members
James R. Williams, Esq., Pound Ridge (NY)

Donna M. Graham, Dayton (OH)

Bonnie Jacobs, Chicago (IL)

Renewing Institutions

Detroit Zoological Society, Royal Oak (MI)

The Wildcat Sanctuary, Sandstone (MN)
Chicago Zoological Society, Brookfield (IL)

Kansas City Zoo, Kansas City (MO)
El Paso Zoo, El Paso (TX)

Denver Zoo, Denver (CO)

Wildlife World Zoo, Litchfield Park (AZ)

Out ofAfrica Wildlife Park, Camp Verde (AZ)

Moonridge Animal Park, Big Bear Lake (CA)

Oregon Zoo, Portland (OR)

Calgary Zoo Library, Calgary, AB (Canada)

New/Renewing Commercial Members
Nebraska Brand, North Platte (NE)

Gerry Martin Project, Bangalore (Karnataka)
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FAUNA RESEARCH INC.
Notes from the Field
LOCATION: The Rare Rhinos Exhibit—Great Plains Zoo &

Delbridge Museum, Sioux Falls, SD
Completed in 2010, the outdoor exhibit boasts two beautifully land-

scaped exhibits over 27,000 square feet and an indoor exhibit featuring

numerous skylights and planters creating a bright, lush environment
year round.

Black Rhino, Diceros bicornis DATE: Spring 2010

• Manual swing and prehung roller gates

•Hydraulic roller gates and Rhino TAMER® with built

in scale

•Exterior Rhino doors insulated & weather stripped.

SPECIES :

EQUIPMENT:

NOTES: All of the Rhinos are moved through and trained in the

Rhino TAMER® as part of their daily routine. The TAMER® makes it

possible to record daily weights, safely give baths, apply mudpacks,
draw blood samples, give injections & vaccines as well as perform

routine vet exams and most medical treatments.

fmer**m Jr I|p

M 2 1 L
1

A PAT ON THE BACK

Photography courtesy of Great Plains Zoo and Delbridge Museum of Natural History

“Having the right equipment can make a

big difference in the care and husbandry
of Rhinos. The Rhino TAMER® is

definitely one of the best components of

the new barn.” Lisa Smith, Director of

^Animal Programs

Rare Rhino Exhibit, Great Plains

Zoo & Delbridge Museum

"TAMERS) ” The Most Trusted Name In Animal Restraint

For more information about TAMER® equipment at this facility, contact:

Mark MacNamara at (845) 758-2549, E-mail: faunaresearch@yahoo.com
On-line: www.faunaresearch.com
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General Announcements

On 19 February 2012, wildlife biologists captured four greater one-horned rhinos {Rhinoceros

unicornis) in India’s Kaziranga National Park and safely transported them to Manas National Park,

approximately 50 kilometers away. This operation is part of the Indian Rhino Vision 2020 program,

a partnership that includes the government ofAssam, the International Rhino Foundation (IRF), the

World Wide Fund for Nature, the Bodoland Territorial Council and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service.

The transfer is part of an effort to build the rhino population in the state ofAssam to 3,000 animals

by the year 2020. Around the turn of the 20th century, the number of greater one-horned rhinos had

been reduced to only a few hundred animals due to habitat loss and poaching, but wild populations

are now better protected and being managed to re-populate areas in which the species had previously

been eradicated.

The four animals moved to Manas (one male and three females) were the first to be taken from

Kaziranga. IRF’s Asian Program Coordinator, Dr. Bibhab Kumar Talukdar, helped organize and carry

out the operation. Rhino captures began in early morning and were completed just after noon. Two
of the animals were estimated at 10 years of age and two at about three years of age. Translocation

to Manas was done at night to take advantage of cooler temperatures, the slightly unusual caravan of

crated pachyderms warranting a police escort. All captured rhinos were fitted with radio transmitters

prior to their release so that their movements can be regularly monitored in the months ahead. This

was only the second time that the translocation of four rhinos was attempted in a single day, but both

transfers have been successful.

Together, India’s Kaziranga National Park and Pabitora Wildlife Sanctuary currently hold about 75%
of the world’s greater one-horned rhino population, and thus serve as a source of animals for re-

populating other protected areas. Poachers killed the last remaining rhinos in Manas National Park

in the 1990s and it wasn’t until a few years ago that a return could be attempted. Since 2008, four

male and six female rhinos were translocated from Pabitora to Manas.

In addition to Manas, greater one-horned rhinos from Kaziranga will eventually be sent to Laokhawa

Wildlife Sanctuary and Dibru-Saikhowa National Park to increase and disperse the number of wild

populations as insurance against extinction. For Indian Rhino Vision 2020 to meet its goal, Assam’s

rhino population will have to increase by about 800 animals over the next eight years, representing

a growth rate of approximately 4% per year. This is certainly realistic if translocations and ongoing

protection efforts continue to be successful.
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Monsoons will arrive in northern India within the next few months and translocation operations

will be postponed until late fall. In the interim, we will provide updates regarding the status of

India’s relocated rhinos. We wish to thank those who have generously supported this initiative,

especially the American Association of Zoo Keepers, Amersfoort Zoo, Zoo CERZA, Denver Zoo,

Evansville Zoo, Government ofAssam, Los Angeles Zoo, Omaha’s Henry Doorly Zoo, San Diego

Zoo’s Safari Park, Taronga Conservation Society Australia, US Fish and Wildlife Service, WWF-
AREAS, WWF-India, and Zoo Basel. Source: International Rhino Foundation

Attention All Photographers - AKF Needs Your Photos

Attention all photographers, the AKF needs your photos as potential cover photos and special

feature photos throughout the issue. All photos need to be high resolution, 300 dpi or greater. All

photographers will need to submit a photo release form that can be found at aazk.org/animal-keepers-

forum/aazk-photo-model-release-form/ . Photos that clearly depict facility logos and behind-the-

scenes shots will need permission of the facility to be used.

Subjects for the photos should revolve around animal husbandry, conservation, education/

interpretation, professional development, significant achievements in the industry (births, exhibits,

staff, etc.), and can also include some of the more humorous or unique siuations that we all come

across each day in our occupations. Accompanying text with each photo is strongly encouraged.

AAZK Awards Committee Now Accepting Nominations

The AAZK Awards Committee is accepting nominations for the Lifetime Achievement Award,

Jean M. Hromadka AAZK Excellence in Animal Care Award, The Lutz Ruhe Meritorious

Achievement - AAZK Professional of the Year Award, the Lee Houts Enrichment Excellence

Award, the Certificate of Merit for Zoo Keeper Education, the Certificate of Excellence in Exhibit

Renovation, the Certificate of Merit in Conservation, the Mazuri Animal Nutrition Award, and the

AAZK Chapter of the Year Award that will be presented at the 2012 AAZK Conference in Syracuse,

NY. The deadline for nominations is 1 May 2012. Information concerning the qualifications,

nomination procedure, selection procedure, and an explanation of the awards may be obtained at

aazk.org/committee/awards-committee/ .

We did it! We reached our

goal of 1000 members on our

Facebook page. If you still

aren't one of the many animal

care professionals enjoying this

additional source of information

sharing, then "Like" us today!

THE
GOURMET
RODENT,
IWC*™

RATS AND MICE
Bill <k Marcia Brant

P.O. Box 430

Newberry, FL 32669-0430

(352) 472-9189

Fax: (352) 472-9192

e-mail : Grm tRodent@aol.com
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A Letter to the AAZK Membership
from Anna Merz

In the late 1950s I moved from the U.K. to Ghana and went to live in Kumasi, the capital ofAshanti.

Kumasi was known for having one of the biggest markets in West Africa and I soon found that this

bustling and vibrant place was a source not only of total fascination but also great horror. Every local

foodstuff was to be found there; colourful heaps of fruit and vegetables I had neither seen nor heard

of before, plus every sort of creature both great and small, alive and dead . . . From giant forest snails

for soup to the highly valued skin of an elephant’s ear to make drums. This was my introduction to the

bushmeat trade and the start for me of a long journey. Because of the tsetse fly Ghana produced few

cattle and those few came down from the Sahael. Sheep and goats were kept mainly for bride price.

Bush meat was the nation’s main source of protein and as the population grew so did the demand
for it. During my 20 years there the population quadrupled and more; in fact, I was once invited to

a celebration when an important chief celebrated the birth of his 100th
child. I never found out how

many were his wives but all dwelt in a vast palace.

So as the forests were felled to satisfy the insatiable demands of the timber industry, their denizens

lost their homes and travelled to market, dead if they were lucky, to fill someone’s soup pot. In those

distant days up to 40 lorry loads of assorted antelopes used to arrive on a daily basis, again the lucky

ones arrived dead, salted and smoked. The less fortunate arrived to satisfy the demand for fresh meat,

alive, with their legs broken. Only their beautiful, desperate eyes revealed their agony and terror, the

memory of those eyes haunts me still. Meat was not the only thing the animals supplied. Elephant

ivory was most beautifully carved by skilled craftsmen working in tiny, dark shacks; nothing of an

elephant was wasted, the meat was consumed to the last scrap, the tail hairs were woven into bracelets,

but in those days it was the ears that were most valuable. Monkeys and chimps were exported to the

laboratories of the West and their babies were hawked around as pets and few survived. Grey parrots

hung upside down suspended by their legs from bamboo poles, screaming their misery; many were

exported and huge numbers died en route.

For more than 10 years I worked in my spare time for the Ghana Game Department and travelled

much of the country. I would enquire of the local chiefs what animals they had left and the invariable

answer was that the animals had “travelled” and they had no more meat. When I enquired where had

the animals travelled I was told they had gone over the hills, over the Volta, to Togo or the Ivory
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Coast. When I suggested that perhaps their journey was involuntary and by lorry to the nearest big

market they would shake their heads sadly and agree. Thus it was that by the time I came to leave

Ghana and move to Kenya with my husband, I had seen with my own eyes how quickly extinction

could happen on a local basis.

Antelope now came to market one by one and seldom. Much of the beautiful forests were destroyed

and the great trees were stacked in the worlds’ timber markets and the lovely birds and fascinating

beasts were no more. But surely Kenya, with its huge parks, flourishing tourist industry and great

herds of cattle to satisfy the need for meat, would be very different. And so it was in those early days

when the demand for bushmeat and land for growing crops was not as great as it is now; but with

one mega-exception, the black rhino. It was an animal I had then never even seen, and certainly not

thought about, but it was about to turn my life around.

Oil in Saudi Arabia had brought unexpected wealth to Yemen with the result that the demand for

rhino-handle daggers had escalated vastly. In that country all men wear a dagger and the status

symbol dagger needs to have a handle made of rhino horn; it is the thing you must have to prove your

worth. The shavings from the making of the handles went east to China mainly for use in traditional

medicine. The belief in the virtues of rhino horn to heal goes back thousands of years. The main

use is to reduce fever and it seems if you boil anything for long enough that contains keratin, your

hair and finger nail clippings for instance, it will have a very tiny effect, but far more effective and

cheaper it is to take an aspirin. For these ridiculous reasons the price of rhino horn started to rise

in the maddest fashion till it was worth even more than gold in some countries in the Far East. And
rhinos started to die in their hundreds and then in their thousands. You could drive round Kenya’s so

beautiful parks and follow the vultures from one desecrated corpse to that of the next. From each,

the horns had been hacked and the once magnificent and beautiful creature left to rot. In a matter

of years, Kenya’s population of many thousands was reduced to below 400. What to do? It seemed

well-guarded sanctuaries for a specific purpose, the natural breeding of wild black rhinos, was the

only remaining hope. Thus the Ngare Sergoi Sanctuary was created on Lewa Downs, a vast cattle

ranch in the north ofKenya owned by the Craig family. And it succeeded thanks to the help ofmany
people and in a very important degree thanks to the members ofAAZK and Bowling for Rhinos and

the incredible amount ofmoney that has been raised.

So the Sanctuary grew from the initial 5,000 acres to 10,000 and then in 1995 it became the Lewa
Wildlife Conservancy protecting an area of some 65,000 acres which now includes the Government

owned Ngare Ndare Forest. This vast increase in area was needed as rhinos will breed if given

security. And security was always our total top priority. So Lewa progressed from being a cattle

ranch to being an area where two highly endangered animals were breeding well; black rhinos and

Grewy’s zebra of which we have about 25% of the entire world’s population. Beneath the umbrella

of these two species, the whole range of species indigenous to the area also prospered. Because

our ideas were working, thanks to the costly security we employed, they were copied elsewhere

and sanctuaries were created on both private and government land; both the government and the

private sector working well together on this. One side-effect was that Lewa became a huge employer

of labour, the biggest in the Meru district. This, plus our building of schools and clinics and other

schemes to improve the welfare of our neighbours, meant we had very good relations with them. This

is vital for the success of any enterprise concerning the protection of potentially dangerous species.

In the meantime, the horrific wave ofpoaching that had so seriously decimated the rhino populations

of most of Africa had not touched South Africa. Her populations of both black and white rhino had

been barely effected and they thrived, both in the national parks and on private reserves where they

were used not just as a tourist attraction, but also for trophy hunting. This apparent immunity from the

rhino crisis sweeping the rest of the continent, and also decimating the three species of rhino found

in India and southeast Asia, made those in South Africa responsible for the security of rhinos on both

public and private land, somewhat complacent; never a very wise attitude.
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Then three years ago the Chinese president visited most countries in Africa. Unaware and avaricious

governments throughout the continent welcomed him with open arms. Here was cash undreamed
of and no questions asked. Agreements were signed with a sad disregard to possible consequences.

Oil, mineral rights, timber concessions, agricultural land and rights of residence have been handed

over in return for doomed or shoddy infrastructure projects, all built by Chinese labour so not even

unemployment is improved. Damian Thompson writing in the U.K. Daily Telegraph recently wrote

“Africa’s future has been quietly settled for it. Something close to slavery is back - all thanks to

China”. Even in the small town 50 km away, where I shop, there are now five Chinese shops and an

“Remember that when the last rhino in Africa or

Indonesia dies in agony with a bullet in its guts, or

dies in a zoo ofold age, 40 million years ofevolution

goes with it. Forever. And with the passing of the

great mammals, a splendour will have gone out of
our world and cannot return.

”

ever-growing number of Chinese residents. They are not short of cash and at the top of their “wish

list” are rhino horn and ivory, but they are only the tip of the iceberg. The Big Men have also moved
in—the Barons of the illegal trade in wildlife which is huge— rivaling the drugs and the arms trade.

The three go hand in hand. Last year, this country lost over 450 rhino, and that means the ones that

were found. I have just been told that a further 13 were killed in the Kruger National Park over

Christmas. At this moment my neighbours are searching frantically for a pregnant white cow gone

missing. Three years ago I said to friends and neighbours who had rhinos “guard them well” and was
laughed at. Now they say, “how did you know”? But no knowledge was available to me that was
hidden from them, but people prefer to close their eyes sometimes, and governments have higher

priorities than to guard their heritage, yet tourism is both a major source of revenue and of much
needed, well-paid employment.

Tragically, it is not only rhinos that are dying, it is estimated that 1 00 elephants die per day throughout

the continent because of the rise in the demand for ivory. Most ofAsia’s tigers have died because of

the demand for their bones for medicine, as much use as is rhino horn, probably less, so now Africa’s

lions are next on the list. It seems the great apes are also wanted as status symbol ‘bush meat’.

Whatever Africa has, and should cherish, China wants and seemingly will get. So what to do? The

Governments of the West should be taking a hard look at the rape of the planet that is taking place

instead of begging for financial aid. Fortunately there are zoos that seem to care more about trying to

save endangered species and educating children about what is happening than in making huge profits.

Better still there are zoo keepers who care a lot. I know because it has been my good fortune to have

met so many of them. Better still, they are trained in people-skills and communicating. To you I say,

go out and tell your States and cities and children what is happening to their world. People in politics

will listen if votes are involved. Why are no Senators or Governors ex-zoo keepers? We need to get

our local Chinese populations to understand this dire situation and help get the message through to

China. Places like Lewa can do a holding action until you can change attitudes. Remember that when
the last rhino in Africa or Indonesia dies in agony with a bullet in its guts, or dies in a zoo of old age,

40 million years of evolution goes with it. Forever. And with the passing of the great mammals, a

splendour will have gone out of our world and cannot return.
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Anna Merz
A Champion for Conservation

Anna Merz ranks as one of the world’s foremost champions of the black rhino. This is

not only in her public profile but also in her hands-on approach which has contributed

enormously to the survival ofKenya’s black rhino. In 1982 she persuaded the Craig family,

who own Lewa, to set aside some 5,000 acres as a rhino sanctuary. This was named the

Ngare Sergoi Rhino Sanctuary.

In 1984, the sanctuary received its first rhino, a white rhino male called Mukora. By 1988

the sanctuary had 16 rhino, five ofwhom were bom here. In that same year, the size of the

sanctuary was doubled to more than 10,000 acres within Lewa Downs. Not only was Anna
Merz the driving force behind the establishment of the sanctuary, with the full support of

the Craig family, but she personally financed the project.

By 1994, the whole ofLewa Downs as well as the government-owned Ngare Ndare Forest

Reserve had been enclosed within a 2. 5-meter-high electric fence, creating a 61,000 acre

rhino sanctuary. For three and a half years Anna hand-reared a female black rhino calf that

had been abandoned at birth by its mother, and then successfully re-introduced her into the

wild. This rhino, called Sarnia, subsequently mated with a wild rhino and had a calf, named
Samuel. Tragically, both mother and calf plunged to their deaths over a steep cliff in 1995.

Anna Merz is internationally renowned for her pioneering work in rhino conservation and

is the author of the best-selling book “Rhino: At the Brink of Extinction”.

In 1996, she retired to South Africa, from where she continues her involvement with the

Lewa Wildlife Conservancy. She is a member of the Lewa Board of Directors and is also a

member of the board of the International Rhino Foundation (IRF) in America.

Anna came to Lewa with two dreams. One developed in the late 60 ’s while working for the

Ghana Game Department and that was the concept of community wildlife management.

It did not work then. The second, on arrival at Lewa many years later, was that Lewa
would eventually breed enough black rhinos to re-populate the north ofKenya. One dream,

thanks to Ian’s work and foresight has already bom wondrous fruit in the communities to

the north. The second is starting to happen and again it is thanks to the security that Lewa
provides and the communities have come to appreciate.
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What’s driving this massive upsurge in rhino poaching

and what is the future for rhino in the wild?

By Ian Craig

Founder of Lewa Wildlife Conservancy

Northern Rangelands Trust, Isiolo, Kenya

Due to a massive investment of effort, time and money by conservationists worldwide, the past two

decades have seen a very positive period for in situ rhino conservation in Africa. In the mid-80’s

when conservationists worldwide came together with the realization that rhino were heading for

extinction, this catalyzed a whole new investment in management ideas and new thinking. Never

had the concept of small, fenced sanctuaries to protect rhino been on the agenda; the philosophy

was that rhino need large open spaces with no restrictions. This myth was quickly dismissed with

the realization that the only option available was to concentrate animals into small, highly protected

areas and this has been the foundation of the growth of Africa’s black and white rhino populations

over the past twenty years.

The different approaches across Africa of fenced sanctuaries and intensive protection zones (IPZ’s)

have had different levels of success, but with a major factor in the increase of southern white rhino

being the commercial benefits accrued from sport hunting where land owners have seen significant

financial benefit in the hunting of southern white rhino. The private sector throughout the continent

has played an equal role to national governments and in some countries where private public

partnerships are national policy, over 50% of a nation’s black rhino population is now on private land.

The cost of protecting rhino over this past decade has essentially risen with the cost of inflation and

as long as adequate ground coverage by well-trained, motivated rangers was in place, attrition from

poaching could be kept at a level below the natural increment. Most countries look at a minimum

5% growth per annum within their respective rhino populations. The cost ofprotecting these animals

has been significantly carried by concerned individuals, zoo-based organisations and national

Ian Craig, left, Founder of Lewa Wildlife Conservancy
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governments, specifically in the US and the UK. These funds have been channeled into both private

and government rhino conservation initiatives resulting in this success and steady increase.

Whereas historically illicit rhino horn would move through a series of middle men before reaching

its final destination with the increasing presence of Far Eastern investment into Africa and the

accompanying nationals, the routing of this horn has been much more direct and easier. Accepting

that the black market demand is driven by the end-user price, the increasing levels of wealth within

the Far East are influencing the spiraling demand of rhino horn in Africa. With increasing trade

between the Far East and Africa, communication, transport and the ease of moving product are all

factors contributing to this ever- increasing demand. In 2010, a series ofrhino horns were confiscated

in Jomo Kenyatta International Airport Nairobi, hidden amongst avocado pears being air freighted

to the Far East. These horns proved to have originated in Zimbabwe and had been moved to Nairobi

over land and were now on direct flights to the Far East from the hub of Nairobi.

This situation only stands to get worse; economies and demand for wildlife products in the Far

East are growing. East Asian nationals get more and more integrated into African societies and

lines of communication and transport continue to improve. The inevitable knock on effect of these

increasing values is the potential to corrupt government officials responsible for enforcing controls

on national borders and within wildlife authorities.

Apart from keeping existing populations safe, the single biggest challenge facing many African

governments with a responsibility for rhino conservation is finding safe space for rhino. Rhino are

the most forgiving animals thriving in the most diverse habitats on the continent, yet ensuring that

criminals don’t kill them requires the highest levels of 24-hour protection.

The year 2012 is now a time to re-focus on what has worked, what has not worked and what are the

opportunities of our time.

What has worked; intensive protection zones and fenced sanctuaries are a proven success. The

model is now well-established, the costs clearly identified and minimum standards ofground coverage

required are well-documented. This concept can be expanded into national parks, community areas

and private land but with the increasing demand comes an ever increasing cost of protection.

What has not worked; free release areas and community conservancies have proven to be a

challenge to keeping rhino safe and at this time are an option that has passed. The ban on the sale of

rhino horn through CITES; we need to revisit the options.

Opportunities of our time; with technology changing by the day this is the single most cost-effective

tool of our day to protect rhino. If the relevant military technology used to protect borders and

military locations together with the most modem technology to monitor human movement and the

protection of assets can be applied to protecting rhino, this has the potential to dramatically change

the future of field conservation for rhino. This is starting to happen in an ever-increasing way and

as is normal with such new technology is not being openly discussed through public channels but

already is starting to make an impact on how rhino are protected.

One can only ask who is killing these rhino, who is moving the horn and who is driving the price?

Who’s killing the Rhino? Every society has its criminals and poverty is rife throughout much of

Africa. In Eastern and Central Africa much ofthe poaching is undertaken by armed criminals who are

essentially opportunists, out to make a quick buck. In southern Africa the dynamic is totally different

where professional veterinarians and high level officials using helicopters have been prosecuted for

the actual field poaching of rhino.
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Who’s moving the horn? Rhino horn, like hard drugs, counterfeit currency, and illicit diamonds

is a high-value, black-market product that once it leaves the hand of the poacher is moved through

a series of couriers, on to godfathers coordinating these activities across national and international

borders. Rhino horn being such a small article can easily be hidden and moved by a motor bike in a

hand bag or hidden in materials being exported.

Who’s driving the price? Clearly the market for rhino horn is based on traditional Chinese medicine

and connotations around this myth. The end-user can be a very humble member of society who
genuinely believes the use ofpowdered rhino horn can save the life of a loved one, and each one ofus

would spend our last dollar on such cause. Between the poacher and the end-user the multiplication

of value would seem to be four to five times possible more, leaving massive opportunity for middle

men to benefit. With the weakening value of many African currencies against the US Dollar and

essentially a dollar-based value on rhino horn, this is multiplying the in-country value within Africa,

further exasperating an already-volatile situation.

On one hand, the future ofAfrica’s rhino could be seen to be extremely bleak, yet on the other hand

with plenty of suitable habitat available, the real challenge is to provide cost-effective security using

the most modem technology in support of the field operations. Alongside this, a significant public

programme to keep the world, specifically the market of eastern Asia, fully informed as to the myth

of rhino horns’ potency and the impact of buying rhino horn. A careful assessment is required to look

at the effectiveness of the CITES ban on the trade of rhino products; this clearly has not worked and

it is again time to consider the options available to us as conservationists to give rhino a new hope.

Cost-effective security programs, like those provided by our Conservation Partners at Lewa and

IRF, are proven methods of protecting rhinos. Photo by Patty Pearthree
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An Inside Look at IRF’s Indonesian Rhino Protection Units

Bill Konstant, Program Officer

Bibhab Kumar Talukdar, PhD, Asian Program Coordinator

Sectionov, Indonesian Liaison

International Rhino Foundation

Rhino Protection Units (RPUs) that patrol the tropical forests ofBukit Barisan Selatan National Park,

Way Kambas National Park and Ujung Kulon National Park in Indonesia are generously supported by

the American Association ofZoo Keepers annual Bowling for Rhinos program. These anti-poaching

programs are managed collaboratively by the International Rhino Foundation, our local counterpart

Yayasan Badak Indonesia (YABI), and Indonesia’s Ministry of Forestry.

RPUs are well-trained, four-man teams who patrol habitats critical to the survival of rhinos, tigers,

elephants, tapirs and a variety of other threatened Asian wildlife. Seven RPUs (28 men) are

assigned to Bukit Barisan Selatan National Park, which covers approximately 3,600 km2 and harbors

Indonesia’s second largest population of Sumatran rhinos, 40-50 tigers and as many as 500 elephants.

Five RPUs (20 men) are assigned to Way Kambas National Park, which covers approximately 1,000

km2 and harbors the country’s third largest population of rhino, 30-40 tigers, and between 150-200

elephants. Ujung Kulon is the smallest of the three national parks at about 760 km2 of tropical

forest habitat. Its forests are patrolled by four RPUs (16 men) and are home to the last remaining

population of Javan rhinos - perhaps 40-50 animals - on the planet. Javan tigers vanished from this

region more than 40 years ago.

In total, more than 60 men work as RPU team members, which means that at least that many
households have a vested interest - are considered stakeholders - in the conservation of native

Indonesian wildlife. Each team member commits to between 15 and 20 days per month in the field.

These are days away from their families, since the homes of most are quite distant from the parks

they patrol, so commuting to work each day is out of the question. Anti-poaching patrols are also

(Left) RPU with a wire snare. (Right) Poachers in Way Kambas National Park.

Photos courtesy of the International Rhino Foundation.

total immersion experiences if they are to be successful, so RPU team members must be comfortable

living in the forest much of the time. In the course of their work, this relatively small group of

dedicated individuals is responsible for protecting threatened wildlife over an area of more than

5,000 km2
,
which is greater than half the size of Yellowstone National Park. On an average day’s

patrol, an RPU will cover nearly 18 miles of forest - much of it on foot!
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One of the highest priorities during patrols is the detection and destruction of traps. Poachers

traditionally set snares made of heavy metal cable and dig pit-traps in hopes of catching Indonesia’s

large terrestrial mammals. For example, in 2011, RPUs covered essentially all of Bukit Barisan

Selatan National Park, finding and inactivating a rhino snare, eight tiger snares, five deer snares, and

four large pit traps. As a result, 43 people were convicted of poaching and served time in jail.

RPU members are also always on the lookout for rhino sign - footprints, wallows, dung and plants

that have been fed upon - which they encounter on a fairly frequent basis. Direct sightings of rhino,

by comparison, are rare, as they remain among the most elusive of the world’s large tropical forest

mammals. To give you some idea ofhow cryptic Asian rhinos can be, RPUs saw only two Sumatran

rhinos last year in Bukit Barisan Selatan National Park and one in Way Kambas National Park. They
did not see a single Javan rhino in Ujung Kulon National Park, despite finding footprints in more
than 300 localities, happening upon more than 30 wallows and piles of dung, and detecting nearly 70

instances of rhino feeding on vegetation.

Despite the lack of direct contact with the animals they are hired to protect, RPU team members serve

as faithful ambassadors for native wildlife to local communities that border the parks. An important

part of their job is to engage the public and reduce human encroachment on protected areas. In

2011, RPUs met with approximately 260 families in nine villages, spoke to at least 700 students at

10 schools, and gave two formal presentations that drew audiences of more than 1,300 people. The
field team and the PR department are essentially one in the same.

It’s easy to sing the praises of such dedicated individuals, but it’s also important to hear how they

regard their work in their own words. Dr. Bibhab Kumar Talukdar, IRF’s Asian Program Coordinator,

and Section©v, IRF’s Indonesian liaison, recently interviewed several RPU members. Their profiles

and stories provide an inside look at the life of a rhino guardian.

RPU Profile — Meliaro Hulu, Senior RPU Member, Bukit Barisan Selatan National Park

Age: 44

Marital Status: Married with two children

Home: Labuhan Ratu (500 km from Bukit Barisan Selatan)

Years of Service: 17; hired by first RPU on August 31, 1995 and stationed at Kerinci Seblat National Park

Previous Employment: Keeper, Sumatran Rhino Trust (1988-1995)

As a keeper for the Sumatran Rhino Trust, Meliaro took part in the capture ofseven rhinos to establish

captive breeding programs. These included Emi and Ipuh, who were sent to the Cincinnati Zoo and

produced three offspring; Torgamba, the male who died at the Sumatran Rhino Sanctuary last year;

and Bina, one of three females currently at the sanctuary.

Meliaro notes several challenges to being an RPU team member. He and his co-workers often

encounter poachers who have greater numbers and superior weapons. There is also the challenging

mountainous topography of the region in which they work. Finally, there’s always a danger of

encountering elephants and tigers during their patrols. Records at Bukit Barisan Selatan National

Park include human deaths attributable to these species.

Meliaro is very proud of his many years of service and considers his RPU as the “best team ever

on patrol for wildlife in Indonesia.” His family is also very proud that he was selected for this very

important and sometimes dangerous job.

Fighting with Poachers

A story told by Muslimin and Agus Riyadi (Way Kambas National Park), translated by Sectionov

Last year we were on patrol in the area of Way Kambas National Park known as Tompul RPTN
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Susukan Bam. We received information from

an intelligence unit that they had identified

a group of six poachers from the village of

Rantau Jaya Udik. These poachers were

special. They used dogs, which is a technique

only used in Way Kambas, not Bukit Barisan

Selatan or Ujung Kulon.

As we normally do, we started our patrol from

the road and hiked into the forest. It took one

full day of walking to reach the location we
were given, so it was getting dark and we had

to decide the best strategy for catching the

poachers. We knew that they would begin to

hunt in the evening and continue until morning.

After finding a trail through the forest that the

poachers might use, we decided to spread out along it and wait for them.

Heavy wire cable snare. Photo courtesy of the

International Rhino Foundation.

We waited almost all night, mosquitoes swarming and biting us the entire time. We felt a bit afraid,

since we believed the poachers outnumbered us, but being afraid is natural and probably made us

more alert. We couldn’t smoke because that would give away our position. After six hours of

waiting, a team member on the west flank signaled that the poachers were coming our way.

We could tell right away that they had been successful, carrying the carcasses of deer and wild pig.

There were six of them and four of us. When they got close enough, the head of our unit fired

warning shots into the air. We all jumped out and the fight began. It was difficult fighting with the

poachers while the dogs were trying to bite us, but we were prepared and they were surprised, so we
were able to subdue them. Only one managed to escape and none of us were injured.

Our mission accomplished, we could smile, knowing that this is the life of an RPU.

Bibhab Kumar Talukdar’s interview with Tisno,

Ujung Kulon National Park

Talukdar: How old are you?

Tisno: 46years old.

Talukdar: Are you married?

Tisno: Yes, my wife s name is Dedeh Narsiah.

Talukdar: Do you have children?

Tisno: Yes, I havefour and will get a new baby next month, so I will have

five children. I have one daughter 17 year old and three son (15, seven

andfive years old). 1 like to have big family. Next year, ifpossible, I

would like to have one more baby ...ifpossible.

Talukdar: Where do you and your family live?

Tisno: In Pandeglang, one ofcapital district ofBanten Province, Indonesia.

Talukdar: How far away is your home?
Tisno: 140 kilometer or 5-hour drive by motorcycle or 6-hour by car.

Talukdar: How long have you been an RPU team member?
Tisno: Actually I am still new as RPU member. I have been working as RPU memberfour year.
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Talukdar: What job did you have before this?

Tisno: I was staffofUjung Kulon National Park asforest guard. It is honor to me tojoin with RPU
and be head of Unit.

Talukdar: What is the most difficult part of your job?

Tisno: The most difficultpart ofjob is how to handle and solve the problem with localpeople inside

the forest. Sometimes we need to protect the forest from encroacher but sometimes we need to

understand they need a landfor their life.

Talukdar: What is the most rewarding part of your job?

Tisno: To protect Javan rhino, the most critically endangered species around the world.

Talukdar: How does your family feel about your work?

Tisno: They are very support and they understood ifI amfar awayfrom them 20 days per month.

Talukdar: What do your friends and neighbors think about your job?

Tisno: They are very appreciated because I work to protect Javan rhino and they know that Javan

rhino is symbol ofBanten Province.

Talukdar: What would you like to say to the people who support the RPU program?

Tisno: First I would like to say thankyou so much to IRF as the major donorfor rhino conservation

in Indonesia andplease always support us and understand what we have done in thefield.

www.rhinoresourceceoter.com

EVERYTHING PUBLISHED ABOUT ALL SPECIES OF RHINOCEROS

Literature - Images - Message Board - Links

assisting zoos, conservation, research

Facilitating Communication Across Disciplines and Across Continents

FREE ACCESS - DONATIONS WELCOME
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The Rarest Rhinoceroses in Captivity

by Bill Konstant, Program Officer

International Rhino Foundation

The Sumatran rhino (Dicerorhinus sumatrensis) is by far the rarest rhinoceros in captivity. More

than 500 white rhinos (Ceratotherium simum) are maintained in accredited zoos and special breeding

centers on all continents except Antarctica. Black rhino {Diceros bicornis) numbers in captivity

total another two hundred or so and greater one-horned rhinos {Rhinoceros unicornis) around 170

animals. The long-term prospects for captive populations of the three largest rhino species, in fact,

are relatively good. By comparison, there are only a tiny handful of Sumatran rhinos spread out

among almost an equal number of institutions in three different countries, and not a single Javan

rhinoceros {Rhinoceros sondaicus) exists in captivity anywhere in the world.

The first Sumatran rhinos recorded in a zoo collection were either acquired by the Zoological Garden

of Hamburg in 1868 or received by the London Zoo in 1872. One of the two London Zoo animals,

a female named Begum, was captured in Chittagong four years earlier, lived at the zoo until 1900

and still holds the captive longevity record for this species - 38 years. Begum was also the type

specimen of the northernmost Sumatran rhino subspecies, Dicerorhinus sumatrensis lasiotis, which

ranged all the way to northern India and may have been sympatric with both Javan and greater one-

horned rhinos in the foothills of the Himalayas. The subspecies ultimately went extinct, but not

before a female at the Calcutta Zoo gave birth in 1889. Throughout the next century, however, not a

single Sumatran rhino birth occurred in captivity.

That doesn’t mean that attempts weren’t being made internationally to launch captive breeding

programs. Between 1984 and 1996, several dozen wild Sumatran rhinos were captured and

sent to zoos and sanctuaries throughout the world, but these efforts were largely uncoordinated

and unsuccessful. Half of the captured animals died in captivity, including all eight animals at a

SRS rhino being tended to by a keeper. Photo courtesy ofYayasan Badak, Indonesia
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(Left) Andalas with his mother, Emi, at the Cincinnati Zoo, photo courtesy of the Cincinnati Zoo and Botanical

Garden. (Right) SRS rhino, Ratu, now 12 months pregnant. Photo courtesy ofYayasan Badak Indonesia (YABI).

Malaysian sanctuary, which were felled by a Trypanosome infestation. By the mid- 1 990s, only three

of the seven rhinos that had been brought to the United States remained, a male at the Cincinnati Zoo
and two females, one at the Bronx Zoo and the other at the Los Angeles Zoo. The decision was made
to bring all three animals to Cincinnati. At that point, Emi, the female from Los Angeles, had already

been pregnant five times since her arrival at Cincinnati, but had failed to deliver a live calf. However,

with the help of special hormone therapy, her mating with Cincinnati's male, Ipuh, produced the first

Sumatran rhino baby in captivity in 112 years. The last one had been bom at the Calcutta Zoo in

1889. Ipuh’s and Emi’s male offspring, Andalas was bom in September 2001, and was eventually

followed by a female calf, Suci in July 2004 and another male, Harapan in April 2007. That same

year, Andalas, who had been transferred to the Los Angeles Zoo a few years before, was sent to his

native Indonesia for breeding.

It’s important to note that Sumatran rhino breeding at the Cincinnati Zoo was a collective and very

expensive effort. Key to its success was the introduction ofbrowse to the daily diet, about 75 pounds

of Ficus cuttings per animal per day. The Ficus came all the way from San Diego, cut fresh each

day by zoo personnel there and flown halfway across the country to be combined with a hay mixture

of alfalfa and orchard grass, as well as a variety of fresh produce including bananas, apples, carrots,

pears and papaya. In all, each rhino consumed about 100 pounds of food per day.

The IUCN Species Survival Commission's Asian Rhino Specialist Group recommended that captive

breeding become a more significant part of efforts to safeguard the future for Sumatran rhinos, with

experts agreeing that natural conditions and large enclosures would enhance successful reproduction.

The first managed propagation center was the 100-hectare Sumatran Rhino Sanctuary (SRS),

situated within Indonesia's Way Kambas National Park and operated by Yayasan Badak Indonesia

(the Indonesian Rhino Foundation). The sanctuary had received its first resident rhino in 1998, but

held only a pair of non-reproductive animals for a number of years. The arrival ofAndalas in 2007

brought the number of animals to five, including Torgamba, an aging male, and three females - Bina,

Rosa and Ratu. Torgamba, however, died last year.

Bina was captured in 1991 and is now the oldest captive Sumatran rhino in Indonesia. Only Ipuh

at the Cincinnati Zoo is older; Emi died in 2009. Bina is also one of the last Sumatran rhinos to

be captured and relocated within Indonesia. She came to the sanctuary from southern Sumatra’s

Bengkulu province, where human settlements, a large oil palm plantation and a logging concession

left little habitat for rhinos and other native wildlife. Bina tends to be shy and solitary.
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Rosa came to the sanctuary in 2005 from Bukit Barisan Selatan National Park, where she had been

routinely observed by local villagers walking along roads and browsing vegetation on the protected

area’s perimeter. A special rhino protection unit was assigned to observe and protect her, as there

were serious concerns regarding her safety. Eventually, it was decided to bring her into captivity.

Because she is habituated to humans, Rosa enjoys walks in the forest with sanctuary staff. She is a

particularly vocal rhino who appears to enjoy “singing” when wallowing in the mud.

Ratu is something of a local girl whose home range bordered Way Kambas National Park. Like Rosa,

she began coming into contact with villagers but, instead of being tolerated, she was attacked as a

potential food item and barely managed to escape. In response, a team of rangers and veterinarians

were forced to capture and remove her to the safety of the sanctuary in 2005.

Prospects for reproductive success increased significantly in early 2008 when an analysis of fecal

testosterone levels indicated that Andalas had reached sexual maturity. Since arriving at the sanctuary

he has been gradually introduced to the three females, but only Ratu has been receptive to date. Her

receptivity paid off in January 20 1 0 when she was mated by Andalas and became the Sumatran Rhino

Sanctuary’s first pregnant rhinoceros. Unfortunately, Ratu’s first pregnancy resulted in a miscarriage

after only a few months. Her second pregnancy, the result of breeding that July, was even shorter.

In March of 201 1, Andalas bred Ratu a third time and it was decided that special treatment should

be administered to increase chances for success. Working with Indonesian veterinary colleagues Dr.

Dedi Candra and Dr. Adriansyah, Dr. Terri Roth (Director of the Cincinnati Zoo’s Center for the

Reproduction of Endangered Wildlife) decided to administer a hormone supplement (progesterone)

that had helped Andalas’ mother carry her first pregnancy to term after suffering five miscarriages in

earlier attempts. Ratu takes the oral medication without any fuss and recently entered the 12th month

of what is typically a 16-month gestation.

Ratu’s daily care is the job of three Indonesian keepers: Sugiyono, Iswanto and Gocek. Her paddock,

like those of all the resident rhinos, is connected to a large natural enclosure in which she can wander

and feed at liberty. Each day she is fed some cultivated foods such as bananas and melons, but the

bulk of her diet consists of forest plants and fruits that are gathered by keepers or that she is able

to browse. Ratu’s favorite foods supplied by her keepers are types of breadfruit (Artocarpus spp.)

known locally as bendo and nangko, fruits of the genus Dillenia, which are also favored by elephants,

and kecapi (Sandoricum kucapi), a fruit that can be used in cooking or from which marmalade can

be made. In the forest, Ratu consumes an eclectic variety of leaves, twigs and roots in addition to

fruits. Keepers at the sanctuary have now tallied more than two hundred plant species consumed by

Sumatran rhinos.

With another four to five months to go before Ratu is expected to deliver, all signs appear good.

Since the most critical time has passed without incident, staff at the sanctuary is cautiously optimistic

that she will carry this baby to term. If she does, it will be the first Sumatran rhino bom in captivity

in Indonesia and the first in the world sired by an animal that was itself captive-bom. The birth

of one individual might not seem significant on the surface, but the Sumatran rhino is so critically

endangered - as were species like the Arabian oryx (Oryx leucoryx), California condor (Gymnogyps
californianus) and black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes)

- that without a successful captive breeding

effort, it will certainly continue on the path to extinction.
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Hope for Rhinos in a World of Trouble

by Bill Konstant, Program Officer

Raoul du Toit, Africa Program Coordinator

Bibhab Kumar Talukdar, PhD, Asia Program Coordinator

International Rhino Foundation

(Left) Rhinos in southern Africa are now being poached at the rate of more than one per day. Photo by Mark

Brightman (Right) Lowveld rhino team and anesthetized rhino ready for translocation. Photo by LowveldRhino Trust.

Paleontologists will tell you that the ancient ancestors of living rhinos had no horns. How ironic!

Had the evolving lineage of species retained that important characteristic, perhaps modern-day

rhinos might not be so endangered. Whether its consumers have fashioned it into exquisite carvings

or believed it could detect poisons, treat snake bite, lower fevers, relieve hemorrhoids, combat

hallucinations, cure cancer or even expel demons, rhino horn has been coveted by human civilizations

for millennia. And, in the process, the illegal trade in this precious commodity has literally brought

several rhino species to the brink of extinction.

The truth about rhino horn is known. It’s not magic. It’s not mystical. It’s just compressed hair. But

it’s very difficult to refute long-held traditions and superstitions, so we can expect demand for horn

to remain high as long as people practice traditional Asian medicine and have the disposable income

necessary to purchase a substance that apparently now exceeds gold, heroine or cocaine in cost per

unit weight. The demand is there, largely in the markets of China, Laos, Thailand and Vietnam,

while the supply is on the hoof many hundreds or thousands of miles distant in the foothills of the

Himalayas or on the plains of Africa. The assault on wild rhino populations has just entered a new
period of slaughter, not unlike those of past decades and centuries, but at levels that could spell doom
for populations that have been so seriously decimated for so long. Wildlife conservationists have

come to the rescue in the past, and rhinos need their help now more than ever.

Unfortunately, the increasing demand for horn - driven by its escalating price - has raised the stakes

considerably for those whose job it is to protect rhinos, especially in Africa. Snares, traps, spears and

shotguns comprised the rather crude arsenal of most 19th and 20th century poachers. These days,

however, rhino poachers are far more sophisticated, mobile and mechanized, incredibly well-armed,

and willing to take high risks for what can amount to a huge payoff. The results of their perseverance

and skill, needless to say, can be devastating. In South Africa, for example, after being kept to a
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Natasha Anderson and Boy, his horns purposely removed to make him less desirable to poachers.

Photo by Lowveld Rhino Trust

level of less than 25 rhino poaching deaths per year for nearly two decades, deaths due to poaching

surpassed 50 in 2008, soared past 100 in 2009, reached the level of almost one per day in 2010,

reached an incredible 448 in 2011, and began this year on that same dismal trajectory. As of 17

February 2012, the toll had reached 55 animals. There is little safe quarter for rhinos, not even in

the country’s most prominent protected area, Kruger National Park, which harbors several hundred

black and several thousand white rhinos. Evidence of continued carnage appeared in the first week

of January 2012 when eight rhino carcasses were discovered in the park. Government authorities

responded by adding another 150 rangers to Kruger’s existing staff of 500.

Concerned citizens around the world are also taking up the fight. The Stop Poaching Now campaign

launched by the International Rhino Foundation in partnership with Save the Rhino, for example, has

already raised significant support to better equip wildlife rangers, provide professional training for

law enforcement officials, and thereby bolster anti-poaching activities in South Africa, Zimbabwe,

Kenya, and Namibia. The strategy is straightforward; the tools in the conservationist’s tool chest

must outmatch the poachers’ repertoire, and that will require both a heightened commitment and

continued investment ifwe are to succeed in protecting rhinos.

It’s also important to maintain perspective throughout these ordeals, recognize successes where

they occur and build upon them. In a recent presentation to colleagues at the International Rhino

Foundation, Raoul du Toit, African Rhino Program Advisor, summarized the status of Africa’s

remaining rhinos. Populations ofboth black and white rhinos have increased by approximately 15%
over the course of the last four years, despite the recent upswing in poaching activity. According to

the IUCN/SSC African Rhino Specialist Group, the most recent population estimates are 4,840 for

black rhinos and 20,150 for white rhinos. These statistics tend to support the continued intensive

management ofwildAfrican rhino populations, which includes not only protection against poaching,

but veterinary care for injured animals and the strategic translocation of rhinos to maintain viable

populations. Translocation is a useful tool for relocating surplus animals from protected areas
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where the carrying capacity has been reached, as well as for rescuing small, isolated populations that

are highly susceptible to poaching.

The value of translocation as a population management tool is also being tested for the greater one-

horned rhino in India and Nepal, where poaching has also been a very serious issue historically. As
were Africa’s white rhinos, Asia’s greater one-horned rhinos were reduced to critically low levels at

the turn of the 20th century due to habitat loss and poaching - no more than a couple hundred animals

remained. Thanks in part to the creation of protected parks and wildlife sanctuaries in the late 1900s,

the number of wild rhinos has increased more than ten-fold from its lowest point. Today the two

countries harbor an estimated 2,800-2,900 individuals. Recent growth can be attributed in large part

to translocations from burgeoning rhino populations in India’s Pabitora National Park and Nepal’s

Royal Chitwan National Park to other protected areas in both countries. India’s goal, the core of

its Indian Rhino Vision 2020, is to reach a population of 3,000 spread out among seven protected

areas by the end of this decade. This is certainly achievable if successful translocations continue and

poaching is kept under control, which it has been in recent years. Neighboring Nepal serves as a fine

example in that regard. Its anti-poaching patrols posted a perfect record in 201 1 - not a single rhino

killed by poachers last year.

As good as that record is, Indonesia’s Rhino Poaching Units (RPUs) have posted even more

impressive statistics over the years in their efforts to safeguard wild populations of Sumatran and

Javan rhinos. These two rainforest species, unfortunately, are the most critically endangered of all

living rhinos and in serious danger of becoming extinct before the end of this century. Once the

most widespread of Asia’s rhinos, the Sumatran rhino is now restricted to fragmented populations

in Indonesia and Malaysia that probably don’t exceed two hundred animals, and the Javan rhino

now occurs only as a single population of perhaps 40-50 animals in a final stronghold, Indonesia’s

Ujung Kulon National Park on the western tip of Java. Neither species could withstand the mortality

currently being inflicted on Africa’s rhinos. To put it in perspective, if they were being slaughtered

at the same rate as rhinos in South Africa this past year, the last Sumatran rhino would be gone by

Labor Day and the last Javan rhino wouldn’t see the first day of spring. Fortunately, RPUs patrolling

Sumatra’s Bukit Barisan Selatan National Park and Way Kambas National Park recently posted their

seventh year in a row of zero rhino poaching in those protected areas, and patrols at Ujung Kulon

chalked up their 17th straight year of a perfect anti-poaching record. These successes were offset,

unfortunately, by news that the last known Javan rhino inhabiting Vietnam was killed by poachers,

causing biologists to declare the species extinct on the Asian mainland.

There is hope for the world’s rhino species despite the recent and alarming rise in poaching activities.

In southern and eastern Africa, both black and white rhinos will survive if protection efforts are

increased overall and strategies tailored to counter changing threats. In India and Nepal, the greater

one-horned rhino appears to have come through the bottleneck and has the capacity to replenish its

numbers through the systematic re-population ofprotected areas within its range, providing poaching

remains under control. The Sumatran and Javan rhinos, however, are another story entirely. Even

if anti-poaching efforts are flawless, these creatures are already caught in a downward spiral driven

largely by habitat loss. Hope for their survival rests on unrelenting protection, successful captive

breeding efforts, and the search for additional protected areas into which the species might someday

be reintroduced. We are grateful for the long-time support of the AAZK’s Bowling for Rhinos

program towards IRF’s efforts with Asian rhinos.
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HISTORY

There were said to have been 100 white rhino in South Africa in 1910. With great care and good

management these have increased to 19,000 today. There are also 2,000 black rhino in SA. In 1960

there were 100,000 black rhino in Africa outside SA but by 1970 that population had fallen to 65,000,

and today there are only 3,150. Ifthere had been no poaching from 1 970, the black rhino population in

the rest ofAfrica, at their natural growth rate of6% p.a., would have increased to 700,000 today. (There

would not have been the habitat to accommodate that number ofrhino, but the arithmetic is interesting.)

2011

There were 448 rhino poached in SA in 2011 of which 252 were killed in the Kruger National Park.

To this number can be added about 200 rhino shot in SA by pseudo-trophy-hunters for the horn trade,

and also rhinos poached in Zimbabwe of 28, Kenya 27 and Swaziland 2. This makes 705 rhino out of

a total African population of 26,000 rhino, or 2.7%. The net growth of rhino is about 6% p.a. so the

current level of poaching has not meant a decline in the total population. The concern is that the level

ofpoaching in SA has increased by 35% over the past year (333 in 2010) and if the growth in poaching

continues at that rate then SA is looking at 805 (3.8%) being poached and pseudo-trophy-hunted in

2012 and 1,017 (4.7%) in 2013. (I have assumed that the levels of pseudo-hunting will remain the

same.) In 2015 the levels ofpoaching in SA may exceed the population’s natural growth rate.

Some commentators are surprised at the current high level of poaching but it is relatively low when
compared with the 1960s, when more than 8,000 animals p.a. must have been poached outside SA.

(This calculation takes into account that the rhino were breeding at the same time as their numbers

were being reduced by poaching.)

KRUGER NATIONAL PARK

Kruger has increased the amount of anti-poaching effort in 2011 by about 50% over the 2010 level.

Also, the army were co-opted and now patrol the border with Mozambique. Nevertheless, rhinos

poached have increased from 146 in 2010 to 252 in 2011, or by 73%. Twenty-one poachers were

shot dead in skirmishes in 2011 and 82 arrests were made. (Nationally the rate of rhino poaching

convictions relative to arrests is less than 5%.) While there have been some notable successes, Kruger

are clearly not winning the war. They have some 10,000 rhino or 48% of the national herd and with
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rhino having been wiped out in countries to the north of SA, Kruger has become the focus for poachers.

Kruger is 20,000 sq.km in extent and has a 400 km border with Mozambique. It would be prohibitively

costly to patrol effectively. Kruger currently has 400 rangers who patrol the park (i.e. 50 sq.km

per ranger). I doubt that one ranger could effectively protect more than 10 sq.km per day. This

implies a force of 2,000 rangers or five times the current force. Assuming only half the park needs

to be patrolled intensively, because rhino are concentrated in one half, then 1 ,000 rangers would be

needed. The cost, including overheads, of an additional 600 rangers would approximate $10 million

p.a. (R80 million) or more than the annual surplus ofSA National Parks, which was R52.6 million for

the year to March 2011. It is not possible for SANParks to finance 1 ,000 rangers and even if it were,

there would still be a weakness that undermines law enforcement efforts in most parks in Africa:

corruption among the law enforcers.

HUNTING

There are only about 15 rhino shot in true rhino trophy hunts in SA every year. About 200 rhino are

shot per annum, mainly by Vietnamese, in pseudo-trophy-hunts where the hunter is solely interested

in the horn for on-selling into the Far Eastern market for horn. The Convention on International

Trade in Endangered Species (CITES), to which SA is a Party, allows trophy hunting. However,

it is clear to everybody including the CITES Management Authority in SA, that the majority of

those horns are for the trade and not to hang on a wall. The Department of Environmental Affairs,

embarrassed by the loophole, has offered to close down these Vietnamese hunts but the game-farmers

are opposed to the closure because it is a source of revenue of about $6 million p.a. (R48 million)

The rewards to poaching are high and at the bottom level, can be as high as US$20,000 (R160,000)
for a horn-set of 4 kg. (African rhino have two horns but for the sake of ease a horn-set in this paper

is referred to as “a horn”.) This prize can be won in one night by two poachers armed with a rifle or

dart-gun or poisoned cabbage, and an axe, and it represents six years of wages for each of the two

poachers, at Mozambique rates. That is ifthey are lucky enough to have a job, which they may not. In

the Zambezi valley the experience was that it did not matter how many poachers were shot and arrested,

the rewards were so great that there were dozens of candidates to take the place of those shot or jailed.

The rhino ran out before the poachers. Twenty-one poachers shot in 201 1 represents a ratio of 8% of

the rhino killed and the five likely convictions a ratio of 2% of the rhino shot, assuming the national

average. These numbers suggest that there is a 90% chance of a poacher avoiding any penalty.
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to them and they argue, convincingly, that they need the revenue in order to justify keeping and

growing rhino numbers and paying for their security. These farmers own 5,000 rhino, or 23% of

the national herd. There is also a valid argument that if these hunts were not allowed, the level of

poaching would simply increase by 200 p.a. which would then transfer income from farmers to

criminals and not reduce the overall number of rhino deaths.

MARKET

Rhino horn is sold into the Far Eastern traditional medicine market where it is used in a cocktail

of other substances to cure a wide range of ailments such as fevers. The main market is China and

while there is some comment on Vietnam being a major market, Vietnam will also be a conduit

into China. The Chinese have believed in rhino horn for centuries and although somewhat flimsy

western medical research, paid for by a wildlife donor agency, claims that rhino horn is of no

medicinal value, the Chinese buy it and pay no attention to western views. It is exotic, expensive,

illegal (China banned its trade in 1993) and prestigious.

Only about two grams are used in each dose, so in a course of five doses, 10 grams would be

used. It can be calculated that, in effect, less than 0.1% of the Chinese population use it and that is

because of the very high price, which is prohibitive to 99.9% of the population.

The traditional doctor demands to see the retailer shave the horn in front of him as he fears

substitutes. This suggests that there would be no market for artificial substitutes.

PRICE

The Vietnamese “trophy hunter” pays $10,000 (R80,000) per kg for horn. This price probably

doubles to $20,000 by the time it reaches the wholesale market and doubles again to $40,000 in the

retail market. Over the years there has been comment that horn trades at approximately the same

price as gold, by weight. The current price of gold is $52,000 per kg. The poacher, who might be

a peasant, is being paid a maximum of $5,000 per kg so there is a spare $5,000 per kg that can be

used to pay a collecting agent and to bribe parks staff to stay away from a hunt and/or to inform on

the whereabouts of rhino, and/or bribe the police or army, before the total price of an informal hunt

exceeds the cost of horn obtained in a formal Vietnamese hunt.

The gold price has risen by six times over the past 10 years so the price of rhino horn might well

have risen by a similar amount. The horn market is an imperfect market spread over a large area

and there will be many different prices at any one time.

VOLUME

Rhinos live for about 38 years so, on average, about 2.6% die every year. With that assumption,

about 676 animals died of natural causes last year in Africa as a whole. Africa has a total rhino

population of 26,000. While most of the horns collected from dead animals find their way into

official stocks, some would have been collected and sold illegally to the trade. 20% collected

illegally or stolen from stocks, would amount to 135 horns. In addition, game farmers in SA are

known to be selling horns illegally and this is estimated at a further 1 00 horns. Add these horns

to the original estimate of 705 and the total becomes 940. The purpose of this calculation is to

estimate the total annual supply of horn. While we have no specific statistics on the demand, we
can derive demand from the supply, as supply and demand must be equal. Supply and demand are

brought into equilibrium by the price of $40,000 per kg. Above that price volumes sought decline

and below that price sellers are reluctant to sell. Thus, in approximate terms there were 940 horns

sold last year for an average price of $40,000 per kg at the retail level. Assuming the average

weight per horn was four kg, then 3,760 kg was sold for $150 million at the retail level and $75

million (R600 million) at the wholesale price.
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With the price having increased strongly in recent years along with other commodities, it is probable

that speculators are buying and hoarding horn in the expectation of selling it at higher prices in

the future. If speculators bought 20% of the volume, then the balance of 3,008 kg was sold into

the medicinal market. At 10 grams for a course of treatment there were 300,800 patients that used

horn, or 0.02% of the Chinese population of 1 .3 billion. It is a miniscule proportion of the Chinese

population that use rhino horn.

TRADE

CITES which is made up of 175 Parties, or countries, banned international trade in rhino horn in

1977. While well-intentioned, the ban has been a miserable failure. All it did was to push the trade

underground where it has thrived and made money for criminals. In the process it has impoverished

parks, where the money rightfully belongs.

Southern Africa could supply the market with 676 horns p.a. from natural deaths alone. There are

also stocks of 5,000 horns collected over many years. Southern Africa could easily supply the market

with 940 horns p.a. and increase this by 40 horns p.a. from the increment of natural deaths, provided

poaching was controlled. It would be 19 years before existing stocks were exhausted. In addition

private farmers in SA could provide the equivalent of 1,000 horns or 4,000 kg p.a. by cropping their

rhino. The horn re-grows at the rate of 0.8 kg p.a. The cropping process appears not to harm the

animal provided about a third of the horn at the base is left behind when it is cut, which is the normal

practice. In theory Southern Africa could provide the market with 1,940 horns p.a., or more than

twice the current demand.

This greatly increased supply could be achieved without the need for the killing of one rhino.

CITES

In order to trade internationally, CITES need to approve a change in the rules and for that to happen

66% of the 175 member countries, or 116 countries, need to vote in favour of the change. The

argument in favour of trade is compelling but CITES can be driven more by political game playing

than logic. The wildlife donor agencies, which attend the meetings and have their own agenda, often

shape the debate. The next meeting, or Conference of the Parties (CoP 16), is due in March 2013

and a proposal needs to be made six months before then. South Africa, being the owner of 80% of

Africa’s rhino, is the obvious choice to put the proposal. SANParks have asked the Department of

Environmental Affairs to put the proposal to the next CoP and there has been a resolution from the

SADC Rhino Management Group asking for the same action.

DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTALAFFAIRS

DEA have asked for 2 studies, as a result of a Ministerial Rhino Summit held in October 2010. The

terms of reference were only published nine months later and the contract for one study awarded

towards the end of 201 1

.

The awarded study concerns SA’s internal trade in rhino horn, over which CITES has no control.

There was a moratorium placed by DEA on internal trade in February 2009 because horn was finding

its way on to the illegal market. There is no end-user market for horn in SA and without external

trade being possible, internal buyers would be confined to speculators who would buy horn in the

expectation of international trade being allowed by CITES at some stage in the future. This horn

would need to trade at a large discount to the (illegal) market price because of the uncertainty over

when it might become tradable. Yields required on venture capital investments approximate 25%
p.a. As there is only a CoP meeting every 3 years, speculators would require a discount of at least

50% if they anticipated having a waiting period of three years before disposal. At that discount there

will be a temptation for the originators and speculators to sell in to the illegal market for a quick profit
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and in order to prevent this, there will need to be a set ofcumbersome controls and audit procedures.

It is difficult to see why a study on the internal market in horn should be an issue worthy of costly

delay.

The other study, which has not yet been awarded because of a lack of a suitable candidate, has to

do with international trade and the terms of reference ask for estimates of the size of the market,

prices, why people buy, whether there is a trading opportunity (!) and how trade might operate. All

these issues are covered in this paper and are, in any case, well known. Of course there are “nice to

knows” but there is very little that we need to know that we don’t already know.

I fear that these largely irrelevant studies are a delaying tactic because the DEA are anxious about

putting a controversial proposal to CITES that the donor agencies and their followers will oppose.

The argument needs to be presented by top SA lawyers who would be a good investment: We are

losing 448 rhino p.a. which is worth $14 million p.a. and we could be making $75 million from the

sale of 940 horns. The differential is $89 million p.a. (R712 million) or R2 million per day. If this

loss continues for a further 4 years, which it looks set to do unless there is more urgency, the country

will lose $356 million or R2.8 billion. The Ministers for Finance, Trade and Industry, and Planning

must surely support greater urgency.

CENTRAL SELLING ORGANISATION

Rather than a free for all, it would make sense to have all sales of horn conducted through a CSO
where the volumes can be controlled and the legality of the origin of the horn can be assured. The

CSO would act as a broker and receive a small commission of, say, 5% on the value of the horn sold.

The plan would be for it to make a small profit but for most of the proceeds to go to the suppliers.

An essential component is to have market expertise to manage the sales and there should be scope

to replace managers when and if that becomes sensible.

The CSO could be owned by the owners of rhino, pro rata, approximately, to the number of animals

they own or are custodians of e.g. SANParks 45%, EKZN Wildlife 20%, SA Private Farmers 20%,
Namibia 10%, Zimbabwe, Botswana, Kenya, Tanzania and Swaziland 5%. The structure should

probably not allow for one organisation to have control. The inclusion of Namibia, Zimbabwe,

Botswana, Kenya, Tanzania and Swaziland is necessary because they need to be in the net and

not selling independently against the best interests of the whole. Monthly sales could be held at

Johannesburg International airport. The managers could assess the demand in the market and call

for a specific amount of horn in accordance with a quota system. Horn would then be offered to a

selected range of buyers at a particular price per parcel on a “take it or leave it” arrangement like De
Beers used to have in the diamond market. It would not be an auction. All horn would be properly

marked and have a DNA signature. Payment would be made to the undoubted suppliers and the horn

immediately loaded on to an aircraft for export. There would be no room for laundering of illegal

horn or corruption.

The buyers would mainly be Chinese state pharmaceutical companies with whom the CSO had

a partnership arrangement and who would buy and expect to retail at a 100% profit. Having a

profitable investment in the industry, these pharmaceutical companies would see that the Chinese

government closed down the illegal operators. In order to prevent collusion, there should be scope

to include buyers other than China, such as Vietnam, Taiwan, Korea and Yemen. Given a legal trade,

these countries would need to close down their illegal trade and partnership arrangements would
help with this.

Over the long term, the CSO needs to be able to sell as much horn as is sustainably possible at as

high a price as possible. Initially they might drop the price below $20,000 in order to clear out

the speculators and also damage the illegal trade. Inevitably there will still be some illegal trade

(200 horns p.a.?) but the risks will be much higher because Africa will have more money for law
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enforcement and China will be harsh with the illegal trade. Profits to the criminals will also be much
lower because illegal goods typically trade at a discount of some 30% and if the Chinese police are

severe, it will be more.

PROFITS

If Southern Africa was to sell 1,200 horns p.a. or 4,800 kg at $20,000 per kg it would produce income

of $96 million (R768 million) p.a. which is substantial in conservation terms and approximates the

total annual tourism, retail and concession income of SANParks.

DONOR AGENTS (NGOs)

There are hundreds of donor agencies that profit from rhino being in crisis. Their outputs are seldom

measured and there are far too many that are accountable to no one.

Their main strategy is to change the Chinese mindset away from the belief that horn is a useful

medication. How much success have they had? The Chinese are not going to listen to the west on

this subject. The strategy is futile.

Another major focus is on encouraging increased law enforcement. This is unaffordable in Africa

given the more important priorities such as food, health and education. Conservation comes way
down on the list. Law enforcement is important but it is undermined by corruption in Africa and

at currently affordable levels is not winning, even in rich and well managed parks such as Kruger.

The agents like to say that demand is insatiable and that there are too few rhino left to satisfy the

demand. They ignore price and the fact that price brings whatever level of demand there is into

balance with supply.

They suggest that the introduction of a legal trade will stimulate the illegal trade whereas the reverse

is probable. A legal trade will satisfy the market and there will be little room for the illegal trade.

The criminals will be left to trade at low prices and high risks and disruption by the CSO. It is

unreasonable to believe that the Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) market and the Chinese

government would accommodate an illegal market run by criminals, given a legal trade. At present

the only way to satisfy demand is to kill the animal. This will become unnecessary given a legal trade.

The agencies say that trade will benefit only a few wealthy individuals. The reality is that governments

own 80% of the rhino and national and provincial parks will be the beneficiaries of80% of the profit.

Governments will also collect taxes from private sector profits.

They suggest that ifAfrica trades, then endangered populations of rhino in the rest of the world will

come under increased pressure. In fact, pressure will be taken off those animals because Africa will

fill the market with legal goods at cheaper prices and there will be fierce policing of the illegal trade

in China.

The experience in the crocodile, ostrich and vicuna markets is that commercial farming has taken

poaching pressure off wild populations.

The agents refer to the “precautionary principle” which means that because we don’t fully understand

the illegal trade and the prices and the routes and the people involved, we can’t risk a legal trade. The

current trade is secret and by definition we are never going to know all the details, but we know enough.

If for some unexpected and unlikely reasons a regulated trade does not reduce poaching, then it can be

closed down. Hiding under the precautionary principle in the past has been at great cost to the rhino.

Some agencies suggest flooding the market with horn from stocks in order to bring down the price
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to a level where poachers find poaching no longer profitable. This cannot work on a sustainable

basis as 100 grams for only 200,000 Chinese would eliminate the entire stockpile in one year. In all

probability speculators would buy all the cheap supply knowing that it could not be sustained and that

there would be a large profit to be made when stocks ran out.

De-homing as a solution has also been widely advocated but all de-homing does is move poaching

from populations that have been de-homed to populations where they have not been de-homed.

Furthermore, de-homing is expensive and has to be done every 2 years because horn grows at the rate

of 0.8 kg p.a. and some 1.2 kg is left behind in the stump after cropping. Thus the horn has a total

weight of 2.8 kg after 2 years, which is attractive to a poacher. Consider regular de-homing of the

Kruger population of 10,000 rhino. It is not practical or desirable or affordable.

Burning hom stocks is also a suggestion that the agencies make in order to help the rhino. Destroying

stocks reduces potential supplies to the market and will encourage speculators to stockpile which will

increase prices and increase poaching. It makes no sense. Selling one hom from stocks may save the

life of one rhino. Kenya was keen to destroy stocks and put a proposal to the last CoP that they later

withdrew because there was no support for it.

Most donor agents appear not to like the idea of a regulated trade; maybe because it is the most likely

solution and a solution is not what they are seeking?

“For apark to thrive, all that needs to happen

isforpoaching to be controlled.
”

The public should be cautious about donating money to these agencies. They may be perpetuating

the crisis.

POISONING HORN

Filtering poisoned hom on to the illegal market would have a dramatic effect on demand if the TCM
market began to fear that there was a chance ofhom doing more harm than good. While this has been

discussed there has been very little support for it but in the absence of trade and increased poaching,

it may well happen.

SALES OF LIVE RHINO TO CHINA

Some 150 live rhino were sold by SA to China on the understanding that they were for educational

purposes and not for commercial purposes. This was allowed within the CITES mles. However it

was later found that the horns were being shaved and that there was a business plan for commercial

use. The exports were stopped by DEA. Selling live rhino to other countries is the wrong strategy

and undermines Africa’s competitive advantage. . .one of the best that we have.

THE OPPORTUNITY

Poaching will never be totally stopped but if poaching is reduced to about 200 rhino p.a., the current

population of 21,000 rhino in SA will double to 42,000 over the next 12 years. SA could sell the

annual increment to parks in Southern Africa. Selling 1,260 rhino p.a. would produce income of

$39 million (R312 million). This would then increase SA’s total income from rhino to R1 billion

p.a. Assume that the World Bank, or some other organisation, or even a wealthy individual, financed
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these sales over 12 years for a total investment of $500 million. The financier could retain ownership

of the animals and their increment of 6% p.a. If the parks farmed the horn from half the animals,

they would produce 8,400 kg of horn p.a. with a current wholesale value of $168 million. Typically,

this would pay for the anti-poaching and operational costs of 168 parks. There would need to be an

assurance that the rhino would be protected in these parks and part of the transaction would need to

be that an organisation like African Parks or Frankfurt Zoo managed the protection of the rhino using

existing park rangers. (There are often sufficient numbers of rangers, but they are poorly managed.)

The operation would be self-financing and while the rhino were being protected, other animals in

the park would also be protected. For a park to thrive, all that needs to happen is for poaching to be

controlled. In most ofAfrica’s parks this is not happening and most of the parks are in decline. One
good man and a reasonable budget x;an make a big difference to a park.

The whole of Africa has fewer tourists visiting every year than Spain, about 46 million. Parks and

wildlife are Africa’s competitive advantage and if we could attract an additional 1 million tourists

p.a., and they stayed for an average of 10 days at $200 per day, then that would generate income of

$2 billion p.a.

We have the opportunity for turning around a conservation tragedy into the biggest contribution to

conservation in Africa imaginable, with rhino as the catalyst.

CONCLUSION

It is hard to believe that the world, as represented by CITES, can choose to continue with a failed

strategy (the ban on trade), sacrifice 705 rhino p.a. and fund criminals, when there is the potential

from a regulated trade to produce annual profits of billions for African conservation and secure 168

parks, all without the need to kill one rhino.

SA should not waste time collecting more data. We have enough and the time has come to put a

proposal to CITES.

Michael Eustace

(I am grateful to Mr David Cook, Dr John Hanks, Dr John Ledger and Dr Hector Magome, for

reading the draft of this paper and for their comments. They do not necessarily agree with the

sentiments expressed.)
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Elephant and Rhino Poaching in Kenya

Richard A. Moller

The David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust

“Please note that some of the photographs below are gruesome. However they are real

and they reflect truly what happens to rhino and elephant when they are poached. One has

to see these to appreciate and understand what actually happens out there. It s savage, it s

appalling and sickening, and the rich and wealthy are behind it in organized syndicates no

different to the drug trade! ”
- Richard A. Moller

Poaching for elephants’ ivory and rhinoceros horn is no new thing; in fact it has been taking place

for hundreds, if not thousands of years. It is deeply engrained in historical cultures, whereby in some

more remote places it even formed a currency before money came in. It is important to remember that

this situation was not that long ago (just over 100 years ago).

What is new though today is the insatiable demand for ivory and rhino horn from a now wealthy

society in far eastern countries - China in particular.

There is a lot of speculation as to the illegal prices for ivory and rhino horn at the poachers’ level.

Data from other organizations/individuals may differ from my findings and so I can only comment

on what I have personally experienced with information gathered from arrested poachers and ivory

brokers in the recent past.

In Kenya, between 2000 and 2009 the illegal price (to the poacher) for one kilogram of ivory in

remote villages and towns that bordered elephant rangelands was between US $23 and US $38 (only

a slight increase in nine years). However, between 2010 and the beginning of 2012, the illegal local

price has sky rocketed from US $38 to US $225 ! An increase of nearly six-fold in just over one year!

These figures have been correlated with other parts of the country and seem to tally in a uniform

trend of increase (Information gathered from arrested poachers and ivory brokers as well as other

field conservation bodies).

The rhino horn racket reflects similar, if not greater demands. Determining the illegal market of

rhino horn is that much more difficult to ascertain, due to the fact that rhino are very rare and the

underground syndicates involved in this gruesome trade are far more secretive than the many who
are involved in the ivory racket. From my experiences, it is believed that one kilogram of rhino horn

will fetch up to US $18,000 to the man on the ground doing the “dirty work” (i.e. the poacher). With

the average horn (both front and rear) being around three to four kilograms, one can clearly see why
the poacher takes great risks for his bounty.

An ounce of rhino horn is now worth more than an ounce of gold!

With these sorts of figures involved, the present ivory and rhino horn trade can and should be

compared to the illicit drug trade where serious organized crime is leading this onslaught. For years

now the conservation bodies involved at field level have been crying to try and stop this organized

crime involving powerful individuals. Their pleas have all too often fallen on deaf ears; the politicians

and decision makers have not yet carried out law enforcement upgrades (a vital and overdue move)
for wildlife related penalties where serious poachers, brokers and dealers are handed out puny fines/

sentences and are back carrying out the same crimes within days. As usual the wildlife decision-

making process remains at the bottom of the pile of “things to do” (wildlife cannot vote - so it

remains far less important). Yet in this oversight, the elephant and the rhino (as well as many other

species that are being gobbled up in the “bush meat trade”) are edging closer and closer to the brink

once again. The difference this time is that the remaining numbers (especially rhino) are so few that

they may never bounce back.
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Who is driving the market? It is widely believed, with

good reasoning, that the Chinese are the main consumers

of illegal ivory and rhino horn. They are a nation where

their populous has become more and more affluent in

recent years and now a nation where not only the few

very rich can afford such commodities as ivory and rhino

horn but also the huge growing middle class. It is a known
fact that the environment is not high on China’s agenda

(look at Tibet as a good example where the environment

has literally been raped), and with this, it is probable that

the Chinese people are not actually aware of just how
“close to the brink” the wild rhino and elephant actually

are. They probably have no idea of the animals suffering

and slow deaths at the hands of poachers (via poisoned

arrows, snares, traps and festering gun shot wounds).

They probably believe there are still plenty of elephant

and rhino available. This naivete, coupled with corruption

across the board and the modem day colonization of

Africa by the Chinese simply spells DISASTER for the

remaining rhino and elephant ofAfrica.

In a country where unemployment is running very high,

rural families are large in number and there are many
mouths to feed Human Wildlife Conflicts are a common
occurrence in community lands that border protected

areas. Politicians jump at this chance to gain votes and

campaign against conservation bodies and once again

the wildlife comes off second-best. The human growth

explosion is adding to the plight of all wildlife by simply

“gobbling up” what was once wildlife habitat.

Just a few ideas of how can you stop this trend?

• Pressurize local governments to up-grade the presently

out-of-date law and punishment systems. Review the

fines and penalties in line with the illegal prices of

rhino hom and ivory.

• Armed poachers within national parks should be

treated as terrorists and shot on sight.

• Awareness campaigns in the Far East, especially

China, possibly via celebrities that the Chinese follow,

such as the well known footballer David Beckham?

There must be many that would be willing to “shout

loud” for the rhino and elephant. Internet campaigns

and awareness drives must make an impact also.

• This is not just an African problem; it is a global one

and all must stand together to fund field conservation

projects. It will take big money and long-term

commitment from local and international governments

to ensure that elephant and rhino are to remain in their

natural wild habitat.

Freshly poached elephant with its face hacked

offby poachers to get to the ivory. This photo

was taken in Kenya in late January 2012.

Freshly poached white rhino with horns

savagely hacked off by poachers

Freshly poached elephant, shot by armed

poachers, face hacked off to get at ivory.

Surely the Chinese People cannot accept

this savage behavior!

Tree elephant bulls, small, medium and

large, this is how it should be - allowed

to survive and not poached or killed just

for their teeth!
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Blue Rhino & Bowling for Rhinos

Why is Blue Rhino called Blue Rhino? And why does Blue Rhino sponsor Bowling

for Rhinos?

Well, it all started back in 1994 with a man named Billy Prim.

Billy was from a small town in North Carolina, but he thought big. An entrepreneur at

heart, Billy wanted to take his convenience store business to the next level. He found what

he was looking for on a trip to Paris: a propane cylinder exchange display at a gas station.

Billy thought cylinder exchange might work in the states, and he was right. It didn’t take

him long to convince a couple hundred stores in North Carolina to try it, and sales were

good. So he decided to start a national tank exchange company.

Still thinking big, Billy also decided he wanted to build a brand, not just some no-name

commodity. Something like Owens Coming’s Pink Panther®.

In 1994, Billy went on a photo safari trip in South Africa. According to the book Rhino

Tough, inspiration stmck when Billy zoomed his camera in on a rhino.

“’It’s a natural!’ he told his wife. ‘He’s tough, sturdy, and looks like a tank.’ And the

propane flame, he said, would make a perfect rhino horn.” Adding the color blue — the

color of a propane flame — brought it all together.

With that, Billy Prim’s vision became a reality. Blue Rhino - now a proud part of

Ferrellgas®, a propane industry leader - is America’s #1 propane tank exchange brand.

Blue Rhino is also a leading designer and marketer of barbecue grills, outdoor heaters,

mosquito traps, and other outdoor appliances. (You can read more about Blue Rhino at

www.bluerhino.com .)

Most of all, the folks at Blue Rhino still love those rhinos. In 2003, we decided to give

back by helping the animals that are the symbol of our company. Sponsoring Bowling for

Rhinos was a natural. We’ve been contributing to the cause ever since. There’s even a rhino

at Lewa named Samawati (or Blue) in our honor.

But it is our honor to be helping you, the members ofAAZK, help rhinos. Thank you!
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Threats to Cheetah Survival in Kenya

by Mary Wykstra

Director ofAction for Cheetahs in Kenya (ACK)

Few of the problems faced by endangered species today are biological; rather conservation is usually

related to human systems - including interactions of values, culture, and decision making. Barriers in

achieving conservation goals often lie in the understanding and organization of tasks allowing us to

transition from knowing about saving a species to the ability to do so (Clark 1997). Hunting and trade

of live animals and pelts has been a threat to cheetah (Acinonyxjubatus ssp) populations for over a

century. Documentation of cheetahs being kept as pets or being killed in celebration of their speed

and agility date back as far as 3000 BC. Today, managed breeding program and Species Survival

Plans provide some relief to the export of cheetahs that are used as ambassadors to their species, but

there remains a steady trade occurring in Arabia where the cheetah is an “object of desire” as stated in

an article by Mordecai Ogada in SWARA Magazine in December 2011 (www.eawls.org). The ability

to control the trade in cheetahs lies in the policy and enforcement of the use of cheetahs as pets.

A mother cheetah moves cubs frequently to avoid detection by other predators - this is when people can steal

remaining cubs. Photo by Federico Veronesi

The cheetah is a monophyletic group classified together with the puma (Puma concolour) and the

jaguarundi (P. yagaurundini) (www.IUCN.com cites Eizirik et al. submitted”). Genetically, the

cheetahs are closely related with slight variations that give distinction between five subspecies

distributed across their range (O’Brien, et al. 1987). The Asian cheetah decline is recognized to be a

result of pet trade dating as far back as the 1500’s when aristocrats used the cheetah in a sport known

as coursing (Divyabhanusingh, 1995). There appears to be a correlation between the extirpation of

cheetahs and countries where hunting and/or pet trade occurs (www.IUCN.comk

Currently, cheetahs are found in Africa and a small remnant population in Iran. In 1990’s, the

remaining cheetah population was estimated at approximately 7500 adults but distribution was

poorly known and it is also stated that the wild cheetah estimate may reach over 10,000. The 1970’s
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A mother with her cub in the Masai Mara. Photo by Federico Veronesi

population estimate was 15,000 showing a decline of30-50% in three generations (less than 20 years)

(Durant, Marker et al., 2008). The decline in the 1900’s was primarily due to habitat fragmentation

and retribution killings, but is also due in part to trade in live cheetahs and body parts (Anonymous,

2007; KWS, 2010). Cheetah decline has been the most dramatic in northern and western Africa,

leaving eastern and southern regions as the strong-holds (Ray, Hunter, et al. 2005)

Historically, cheetahs in Kenya were distributed across most of the country with populations in a

variety of habitats. In 2004, Action for Cheetahs in Kenya (ACK) - then Cheetah Conservation

Fund - Kenya (CCFK) - partnered with the East African Wild Life Society (EAWLS) and the Kenya

Wildlife Service (KWS) to complete a national cheetah survey extending into all of the historical

cheetah ranges. In 2007, cheetah experts from eastern Africa and other cheetah range countries

gathered in Kenya for the first regional planning for cheetahs and wild dogs conducted through

IUCN. Upon completion of the regional strategy, Kenya immediately conducted a national strategic

planning meeting which adopted goals of the regional plan and laid out actions for national research

and policy programs. Both plans were written and adopted prior to the analysis of the ACK/EAWLS
national survey. The completion of the national survey was high priority in both strategic plans.

Analysis of the 2004 to 2007 national survey is being reviewed for addition to the national strategy

and for planning of subsequent actions in cheetah conservation policies in Kenya. Factors indicating

cheetah presence include habitat elevation, annual rainfall, seasonal changes, prey availability, and

level of human disturbances (Wykstra, in press). This information will be submitted for addendum
to the regional strategic plan.

Habitat fragmentation was rated as the greatest threat to the survival of the cheetah in Kenya
(Anonymous, 2007; KWS, 2010). Increased human population and the conflict for resources magnify

the effects of climate change, conflict for resources and human-wildlife conflict. Drought-prone areas

in northern and eastern Kenya are the hardest hit by climate change and at the same time, are among
the fastest developing regions of the county. Reduced prey-base due to poaching adds further to these

threats. It is often the case that cheetahs are indiscriminately killed during the act of poaching for
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game meat, thus there are many undocumented cases ofcheetahs killed. Between 2006 and 2009 three

cheetahs were confirmed killed in poachers’ snares in the Salama region (southeastern Kenya) and

one cheetah (along with eight unborn cubs) was confirmed killed in retribution for livestock losses.

In some countries, such as Namibia, the killing of cheetahs is permitted as long as it is reported. The
effect of such killing has been reduced due to efforts of conservation strategies implemented through

the government in collaboration with CCF and other conservation organizations in the region. In

Kenya, it is not permitted to kill any wildlife, thus cheetah killing goes unreported and cannot be

measured on a national level.

Although rated lower in the effect on the decline of cheetahs in 2007, trade in live cheetahs and in

cheetah parts is contributing and of growing concern. Confiscations of pelts and live cheetah occur

regularly, and orphan cubs held by KWS now numbers over 25 (held in KWS facilities and private

sanctuaries). In some cases these cubs are removed when it is known or believed that the mother has

abandoned them, but in some cases the cubs were found in the possession of people suspected of

keeping cubs as pets. Once raised by hand and kept in confinement, these cubs cannot be released

into the wild again. There are currently no programs in Kenya geared towards re-wilding of orphan

cheetahs.

As a part ofthe IUCN efforts to understand and influence cheetah trafficking, the regional and national

strategies take positions dedicated to research and policy implementation to curb live trade as well

as trade in skins and other carnivore parts. Historically, the sport of coursing involved the transport

of a hooded cheetah on an ox-drawn carriage into a herd of antelope where it was released while

onlookers observed. Today the photos are of a pampered cheetah riding in the front seat of a Porsche

into the desert where an antelope brought in by an animal trader is chased down and photographed

by a small group of elite friends. The use of social media to post pictures gives the new class of rich

an opportunity to flaunt their acquisition. The majority of the confiscations of live cheetahs appear to

be a part of trade heading to countries in the Middle East. The purchase of a cheetah cub ranges from

$9,000 to $ 1 1 ,000 and the current demand is greater than the supply.

Healthy cubs in Masai Mara. Photo by Federico Veronesi
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Figure 2: Kenya cheetah distribution mapped
following completion ofthe 2004 to 2007 National

Cheetah Survey

.

Figure Kenya is central to the eastern Africa

cheetah range. This map was produced in February

2007 prior to the completion of the Kenyan national

cheetah survey - still it is evident that Kenya is key

for cheetah stability in the eastern region. Map taken

from the Regional Strategy for eastern Africa

Out of 26 confiscations between January

and August 2011, 22 were cubs, three were

adults and one was a sub-adult (personal

correspondence). A woman in Arusha arrested

in May 2011 was holding three very wild

adult cheetahs. The capture, transport and

housing of wild adult and sub-adult cheetahs

is difficult, thus it is suspected that trafficking

of older animals would be for sport hunting

rather than for the pet trade. Eighteen of the 26

confiscations occurred in Somalia.

During the ACK national survey we collected

data on the threats to cheetahs in each district.

In the Kajiado and Nakuru districts we were

given reports of confiscated skins in 2004.

In both cases the wardens believed that the

skins had come from Tanzania and were en-

route to Somalia where they would be sold to

international traders. In the Garissa, Mandera

and Wajir districts (2007) the response to

our questions about cheetahs was met with

several offers to bring us cheetah cubs. Even

to the extent that we received one call about

two weeks after our survey, stating that there

were five cubs awaiting our collection. The

village we were told to visit to collect the cubs

had no information about the caller, and the

number was disconnected immediately after

we received the call. People in this area told

us that collecting cubs was an art, and that the

female would give birth again after four - five

months, so they believed that cub removal did

not affect the cheetah population. They also

stated that cheetah mothers often lose most of

their cubs even without human cub removal

(it is true that cub survival can be as low as

10% (Caro, 1994; Durant, Bashir, et ah, 2007).

Even if the population was not affected by

cub removal, the conditions in which cubs are

transported or kept are traumatic and for every

one that reaches a devoted owner or a rehab

center, many will perish. In the SWARA article,

Mordecai Ogada also points out that many
owners feed their cheetah on dry cat food or

frozen chickens resulting in a large number of

malnourished or starving cheetahs.
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The task force that is now set up through the range-wide cheetah conservation program (Wildlife

Conservation Society/Zoological Society of London) has initiated an awareness campaign to

address the issue of cheetah nutrition and husbandry to try to mitigate the conditions in which

many cheetah are kept. The fast-growing status symbol of keeping a cheetah in the UAE may not

be able to be controlled anytime soon, but at least efforts can be launched to assure that those that

are kept are well-cared-for and documented. Some facilities are establishing breeding programs

to at least provide an opportunity for education on cheetah husbandry and to reduce the need to

bring in wild-caught cubs. Efforts to identify sources of cubs and to address stricter regulations,

enforcement and punishment for those involved in the trafficking are also being addressed.

Traffickers from Ethiopia and Kenya carry the cubs on camel across the border into Somalia where

wildlife laws are virtually non-existent. There are three facilities in eastern Africa for cheetah

rehab - Bom Free Rescue Center in Ensessakoteh, Ethiopia, KWS Orphanage in Nairobi, Kenya,

and DECAN refuge in Djibouti. Currently, DECAN is the most valuable center because of its

proximity to the final destination for cubs in their journey from the wild to captivity. It is often

stated that cheetahs were “loved to extinction” in India. Encouragement needs to be given to enact

and enforce wildlife laws in Djibouti and Somaliland, while at the same time raising awareness

in the Middle East and addressing the source of the trafficking in Kenya, Tanzania and Ethiopia.

Submitted by Mary Wykstra, Director ofAction for Cheetahs in Kenya (ACK). Research

conducted by ACK is in affiliation with Cheetah Conservation Fund, Kenya Wildlife

Service and the Strategy for Wild Dog and Cheetah Conservation in Eastern Africa.

Mary has worked in Kenya since 2001, conducting research, education and community

projects to reduce threats to cheetah survival Bowling for Rhinos has supported ACK
since 2009. Support has also been given to ACKfrom several individualAAZK Chapters

including Utah, Toledo, Mesker Park, Detroit and Cleveland. Learn more aboutACK at

actionforcheetahs. org.
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Educating Without Intimidating

Meredith Smildsin

Zoo Snooze and Summer Camp Programs Coordinator

North Carolina Zoo

Sunny Saturdays as a child, my sisters and I were often instructed to put our shoes on and get ready

for any number of outings, but few were as alluring to me as a trip to the zoo. Our afternoon outings

at the zoo were spent wandering the pathways from one amazing species to another. We were wide-

eyed with wonder as we watched the monkeys swing from one end of their enclosure to the other.

The leopards lounging on the fallen tree trunks furnishing their exhibits hypnotized us with their

stares. The opportunity to see an elephant up close and personal left us in awe. Watching those

larger-than-life animals so gracefully swaying their trunks back and forth to locate and pick up one

small piece ofhay with such precision seemed an unfathomable skill to me and my sisters. We were

equally excited to see the gators, turtles and snakes basking in the sun from the comfort of their

exhibits. These encounters with the animal kingdom provoked curiosity and helped to instill in each

of us an appreciation of and respect for the natural world.

Zoos, aquariums, and nature centers play an important role in connecting people, adults and children

alike, to the wild world. For many who visit these facilities, the excursion is their only opportunity to

see first-hand the wide range of species within the facility’s collection. The extent of focus for many
patrons revolves around the animals and their often silly and endearing antics. As professionals in

the field of animal care and conservation, we have an opportunity to enhance our visitors’ experiences

through keeper talks, education programs, and special events. Offering fun facts, natural history and

behavioral information on the various species generally comes easy for those who work with animals

on a daily basis. There are however, more sensitive topics and conservation issues which can be

much more of a challenge to interpret.

The mention of such words as poaching, bushmeat, and extinction automatically stirs unpleasant

and often grisly thoughts of death. While we are passionate about these issues and understand the

significance in helping others to become aware of the impact that these issues have on the animal

kingdom, it’s important to find the line between educating and overwhelming when speaking with

visitors. The previously mentioned topics can be daunting and complicated.

Being able to read your audience is important when broaching a negative subject such as poaching or

extinction. We are far more likely to reach a visitor and send them off with a new take on whatever

subject we are trying to inform them about ifwe know where to start. I find that starting a dialogue

or a presentation with a few questions is a good way to gauge your audience’s background knowledge

on a subject. Once you have a feel for what they already know, you can more easily proceed with

your message.

Many of these sensitive issues have such a broad scope, and often our interaction time with visitors

is brief. It’s easy to overwhelm them by attempting to give too many details or statistical facts about

an issue. Keeping it simple by just presenting the basics can be the means to your audience leaving

with a new awareness about an issue and a desire to learn more on their own. Try to present a few

key points about your subject rather than offering too many details.

When discussing these touchy subjects, it’s helpful to counterbalance the negative aspects of the

issue by touting the positive steps being taken to diminish the problems. Mention something that the

zoo does to aid in easing the problem. Many zoo visitors are not aware of the global conservation

efforts being led by their local zoos. You can also briefly describe something that you personally

do. Visitors welcome the chance to engage in conversation with the zoo keepers. Connecting with

the visitor by giving them insight into our personal efforts to improve the plight of various species is
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likely to empower them to want to take steps as well to help.

You can also empower the visitor by offering suggestions for things that they can do to help make a

difference. We all encounter visitors from time to time who already have a strong grasp or awareness

of some of the critical issues facing animal populations these days. However, topics like poaching,

bushmeat and extinction are intimidating and seem too far from home. We can suggest to these

individuals that while there is no single solution to conserving species, they as consumers have options.

It’s important for each of us to become informed about the products we purchase. If they want to aid

in the fight against elephant poaching, they should refrain from buying ivory products. Learning what

seafood is caught or farmed in environmentally-friendly ways and then opting to only consume those

species will assist in efforts to prevent over-harvesting of our ocean life. Choosing paper products

that have been produced in a sustainable way or even items that are recycled can aid in the issue of

deforestation and habitat loss. There are many choices that individuals can make to play their part in the

large scale efforts to make a difference in the lives of animals. Making our zoo visitors aware of some

of these options can connect them to the issues and enable them to take steps to help.

The focus of the work we do as animal care professionals revolves around animal welfare and

conservation. Each encounter with a zoo visitor is an opportunity to create awareness about the

issues that species are facing. Finding an approach that teaches without overwhelming and provokes

curiosity to learn more will help to instill an appreciation and respect for animals and the natural

world. Offering ways for visitors to take action themselves shows them how we as individuals can

play a role in conservation and helps them to see how all things are connected.
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Big Cat Internships Available
Join us in

“Saving Tigers One by One”
As seen on Animal Planet®

“Growing Up Tiger”

Apply at: www.tigercreek.org

Learn about Big Cat Management. Internship involves Animal Care Apprentice

and Public Education. We offer experience that counts towards employment.

TIGER MISSING LINK FOUNDATION / TIGER CREEK WILDLIFE REFUGE

The Rhino and I Know...

Rhinos and the many other species that

share rhino habitat need the help of

Bowling for Rhinos now more than ever.

That is why we have set the goal of

raising $500,000 per year. It is an

achievable goal.

There are 93 Chapters in AAZK. If

each Chapter participated in Bowling

for Rhinos and raised an average of

$5376.00, we would accomplish our goal.

We can do this! Let’s make 2012. and

every year, our greatest year ever!
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AAZK Membership Application (Please Print) Check here ifrenewal

Membership includes a subscription to Animal Keepers ’Forum. Your membership card is

good for free or discounted admission to many zoos and aquariums in the U.S. and Canada.

To apply online, please visit www.aazk.org.

Name

Email

Mailing Address

City State/Province Zip/Postal Code

Country

U.S. Members
$45 Professional Full-time Keeper

$40 Affiliate Other staff& volunteers

$30 Student Must supply copy ofcurrent

student ID at time ofapplication

$70 Individuals Contributing/U.S.

$150 Institutional Membership/U.S.

Requires AAZK Board approval

Canadian Members
$50 Professional Full-time Keeper

$50 Affiliate Other staff& volunteers

$35 Student Must supply copy ofcurrent

student ID at time ofapplication

$70 Individuals Contributing/Canada

$150 Institutional Membership/Canada

Requires AAZK Board approval

$150 Commercial Member $60 International Members All members

i.e. animal-relatedfood & supplies outside U.S. & Canada regardless ofcategory

$45 Library Only Available ONLY to

public & university libraries (in U.S.)

Zoo Affiliation (if any)

Zoo Address

Title

Payment must be in U.S. FUNDS ONLY

My check is enclosed (payable to AAZK, Inc.)

Please charge my VISA MasterCard

Acct. Number

Name on Card Expiration Date

Signature

Please mail this application to:

AAZK Administrative Offices

3601 SW 29th St., Suite 133

Topeka, KS 66614-2054

Printed in U.S.A.

©2012 AAZK, Inc.
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